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GW "Lucky" in Fight Against Identity Theft
8,300 U.S. University Identities Compromised Each Day

and residencies to the University, which it
stores indefinitely. Many inherently trust
Staff Writer
a national university to keep personal in
formation safe, but the sense of security
On January 3, hackers compro may be overstated.
mised a George Mason server contain
In the last eight months, more than
ing the names, social security numbers, 40 universities have announced identity
location, photos, and other personal breaches. Some of the colleges might
information of thousands of students, surprise you: Boston College: 120,000
faculty and staff. The incident sparked people; Berkeley: 98,400 people; Purdue:
investigations and turned the national 22,360; Stanford: 9,900; and Duke: 5,500,
spotlight on information security at the just to name a few. Even LexisNexis has
nation's universities.
reported more than 300,000 compromised
Since March of this year, univer passwords since March.
sity databases have hemorrhaged more
After the nationally-publicized
than 2.05 million identities. Most of the ChoicePoint scandal in February, privacy
compromises were caused by hackers, watchdogs such as California-based privadishonest insiders, thievesor human error. cyrights.org have begun tracking security
Fortunately for us, as of yet, GW has not breaches. California also passed a law
reported any incidences
that requires companies
of information leaks or
to promptly notify indi
In the last
theft. "We've been lucky,"
viduals whose identities
admits Bill May er, Asso
have been compromised.
eight months,
ciate University Librarian
Reporting
identity leaks
more than 40
for Information Technol
has since become an in
ogy. Mayer is also the
universities
dustry "best practice," and
former Director of the
universities have followed
have
announced
SSN Protection Project,
suit. Often announced
identity breaches.
and is a resident expert on
through a press release or
^—
the University's identity
individualized mailings,
BY AARON TITUS

security practices.
Almost every student is required to
surrender private information about their

some universities wait
hours and others wait months before

finances, credit histories, medical histories

Qut exception,

publicizing identity losses. Almost with-

these press releases try to

strike a reassuring tone. George Mason's students are aware of the multi-layer au
reads in part, "No reports of identity theft thentication to simply log on to the inter
related to this incident have been substan net. These, and dozens of other technical
tiated by law enforcement."
processes prove that the University and
But law student Devyn Roscoe Law School are exerting aHerculean tech
is skeptical. "Universities don't want nical effort to protect the Core. However,
students to be worried, but
the central database may
how can they know that
not be the primary target for
identity theft won't happen
identity thieves.
This tightlysix months from now? Are
we supposed to assume that
guarded
Shadow Systems
the hackers will just delete
"The
biggest t hreat to
system is
[our personal information]?"
personal data at the univer
informally
Roscoe's fears are well-found
sity now isn't within the Core
ed: Unknown hackers have
referred to as systems, but... the external
caused more than 60% of the
systems," explains Mayer.
"The Core."
university identity compro
Those external systems are
mises since March.
of two main types: Exter
So, how does GW
nal Servers and "shadow
match up? That depends on what you systems." So-called "shadow systems"
are measuring. George Washington Uni are parallel databases that university and
versity utilizes a massive database system, student organizations, such as academic
called Banner, t o store student records. departments, copy from the main system,
This single database contains information and maintain separately. They keep track
about students' finances, medical histo of information that one department might
ries, academic records, SSN, and location. find useful, but the university system can
Consequently, it is fiercely guarded behind not accommodate. Nobody knows ex
a fortress of security mechanisms and a actly how many exist on campus, or how
small army of full-time technical staff. many are being created, but Bill Ma yer
This tightly-guarded system is informally estimates that the University is aware of
referred to as "TVie Core."
The Law School's technical s t a f f is

85-90% of all shadow systems.

Soma shadow systems are soph s
i-

equally vigilant, and even better funded

ticated databases under high security,

than most other departments. Most law

See PRIVACY page 3

Students Continue to Support Katrina Relief
help the Gulf Coast
region," said Koester.
BY CRISTINA VON SPIE GELFELD
"Student organizations
Staff Writer
have pulled together to
do unique fundraisers,
the SBA has worked to
Since the start of its Hurricane
raise funds and provide
Katrina relief efforts in early September,
opportunities through
the Law School community has raised
Habitat, and students,
more than $20,000 for victims under the
faculty, and the ad
guidance of the SBA, and with the help of
ministration have been
student organizations, direct donations,
amazingly generous. It
SBA fundraising drives, and a matching
makes me proud to be a
gift from the Dean's office. The SBA
part of this law school
plans to donate all funds to the Opera
and it is a great show
tion Home Delivery program of Habitat
of commitment."
for Humanity.
According to
3Ls Erin Plasteras and Gabby
Koester, the initial
Haddad have helped coordinate the Law
flurry and multitude
Volunteers pose in front of a house frame constructed during Habitat for Humanity's "America Builds on the National Mall project
School's efforts, which have resulted in
of fundraising events
GW ranking in the top ten of all law
immediately follow
"America Builds on the National Mall" Congressmen and administration officials
schools contributing to Hurricane Ka
project. The mortgage lending firm Fred constructed 51 house frames - one for ing Hurricane Katrina is merely the first
trina relief, according to information
each state and the District of Columbia step in the SBA's co ntinuing Hurricane
die Mac is also sponsoring the project.
found on the American Bar Association's
"America Builds on the National — which will be shipped to the Gulf Coast Katrina relief efforts.
Law Student Division website.
For the second phase of the project,
Mall" transformed an area outside the region. According to SBA President Eric
Because the SBA chose Habitat for
Washington Monument into a construc Koester, the number of GW volunteers the SBA has been soliciting corporate
Humanity as its charity for its fundraising
sponsorship for its fundraising efforts,
tion site from November 11 to 18. Dur exceeded thirty.
efforts, it has assisted in Habitat efforts in
"I've been extremely proud of
ing that period, Habitat for Humanity
the D.C. area, which have centered on the
See KATRINA page 3
staff and volunteers, Freddie Mac staff, the Law School's efforts as a whole to
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Feminist Forum Rocks
for Awareness
The first band that went on, Es
mirelda and the Tidbits, played songs that
combined Kurt Weil with 90s alternative
rock and AC-DC with good old fashioned
hardcore. The lead singer performed
"Look to how art and law inter the cabaret-esque number wearing a
acted in the 60s to radically change the boa. The lyrics she sang, however, were
American political consciousness," Dan uncompromising, referencing a diverse
iel Stabile said. "Look to many other array of topics including the oil industry,
places in world: When you get a group Lilith fair, Tupperware, and revolution,
of artists...lawyers, and activists together, often in the same song. The band, featur
it can be a powerful and
ing an older drummer, a
inspiring thing."
guitarist with long hair
Stabile, a 1L in the
and a velvet jacket, and a
"I wear my
night program, helped
female bassist and singer,
'This is what a
plan the Feminist Fo
mirrored the crowd even
rum's recent benefit
as they kept the audience
feminist looks
show on Wednesday,
members guessing what
like' t-shirt with
November 9 at local
the next song would
venue DC9, where D.C.
zero irony."
sound like.
bands Esmirelda and
"I was really
the Tidbits and Marsha
pleased with Esmirelda
Bradee played. The two
and the Tidbits," said
bands were preceded by DJ Gavin Hol Stabile. "They came on recommenda
land, who played a mix of electro and tion from another local D.C. band, Del
rock to the awaiting crowd.
Cielo, who couldn't attend because they
According to Stabile, the plan be had recently broken up. For one thing, I
hind the night was not only to attract law think Ezmo exudes a type of third-wave
students to the show, but to integrate the feminist aura. She seems the archetype
forum with the larger community. "As of a strong, intelligent, sexy woman
for the specific venue, it was important who's not afraid to play to any of her
to us to push this event into the greater strengths. Obviously her lyrics are po
Washington, D.C. community, rather litically inspired, and I'm impressed that
than secluding ourselves behind the walls she has the sense that the best way to get
of the Law School in particular, or the a political message across is to link it to
Academy in general," he said. "Gender irony, satire, and self-deprecation. She
discrimination is something that affects was the perfect fit."
everyone - men and women both - in
The next band to come on, Marsha
substantial and real ways . .. Putting the Bradee, played hardcore with a pop twist,
event in the community gave us an op with polished songs that made the crowd
portunity to get nonstart to d§nce.
law students excited
"In October,
about feminism in
we co-sponsored
much the same way
The lyrics she sang,
Domestic Violence
that we are."
Awareness
month
however, were
"I asked him
with Law Associa
to come to a board
uncompromising,
tion for Women,"
meeting," said Lara
says Worm about
referencing a diverse
Worm, the president
the Forum's recent
array of topics
of the Forum, who
efforts. "We had one
met Stabile at a din
including the oil
panel with SALDF,
ner party. "He did,
a film and speaker, a
industry, Lilith fair,
and he told us that
flyer campaign, and
he was really into the
Tupperware, and
tabling. It all went
music scene in D.C.
really well and we
revolution, often in
I said, let's have a
got great response.
the same song.
benefit show! So, he
We have also recentgot started planning
ly invited professors
- like, in the first 3
to be a member of a
weeks of school. He
feminist forum stu
contacted venues and bands, and DC9 dent/professor coalition."
ended up being available, and really cool
"We are starting a Feminist Forum
to work with."
Scholarship Fund that will provide some
The group of women and men who supplemental income to a graduating
paid the $6 admission to see the bands student going into feminist-inspired
seemed aware of this social reality, or lawyering -so all of our efforts are now
at least eager to be part of the event. focused on that. We are going to have a
Professor Orin Kerr, contributor to the student/professor mixer-fundraiser next
popular conservative-leaning legal blog semester."
The Volokh Conspiracy, appeared at
"I don't even acknowledge the 'Can
the event along with Kirsten Murray of men be feminists?' query when it comes
the writing center. At a booth, Iselin up in any form," says Stabile about the
Gambert of the Forum was selling a scope of the Forum's cause. "That is to
mountain of black t-shirts emblazoned say: I wear my 'This is what a feminist
with the logo "This is what a feminist looks like' t-shirt with zero irony. It's in
looks like" on the front, including a baby everyone's best interest to support gen
tee with the letters in pink and a regular der equality. At the most abstract level,
t-shirt with the letters in white. Tyler it makes our society stronger - socially,
Shannon, who bought one of the shirts, fiscally, whatever. On a practical one, it
compared them favorably with those of makes me proud to support equality and
his own anarchist forum.
fairness in any way."
•
BY NIKHIL SHIMPI

ASSL

News Editor

Students Celebrate
Diwali and Eid
BY RAHKEE VEMULAPALLI

Staff Writer
"I'm here to see the dancing," a 3L
commented when asked what drew him
to the annual SALSA Diwali and Eid
celebration on November 12th. Others,
including 1L Matt Jordan, came for the
Indian food, which according to him,
was not spicy enough.
Yet others came to celebrate the
religious and cultural holidays of Diwali
and Eid in some form or another. The
event, attended by over 250 people, was
put on by the SALSA chapters of GW,
Georgetown, and AU to celebrate the
religious holidays of Diwali and Eid that
took place this year in early November.
Diwali is the Hindu festival of
lights and represents the triumph of
good over evil or of brightness over dark
ness. The holiday is typically feted for 5
consecutive days in India and is in part
celebrated by the lighting of firecrackers.
In Northern India, the day following
Diwali marks the beginning of the new
year and on the day of Diwali businesses
begin their financial new year by opening
new account books.
Eid is the Islamic holiday that
marks the end of the month of fasting
of Ramadan. Many Muslims break their
fast by eating dates or something sweet
in the morning. The day of Eid is deter
mined by the sighting of the new moon.
Typically the holiday starts with prayers

which are followed by visits to the homes
of friends and relatives.
Aisha Salem, an L.L.M. student
from Florida said that although Eid is
normally celebrated with family, the
SALSA dinner was able to provide a
greater sense of community around the
holiday than what she has typically seen
in Florida.
Zuhat Efe, an L.L.M from Turkey
who attends AU had a slightly different
take on the event. He explained that he
came to the dinner to gain exposure to
another culture by tasting the food and
checking out the ethnic garb. Although
he celebrates Eid, with a beer in hand, he
pointed out that the presence of alcohol
precluded the dinner from having any
relation to the Islamic holiday.
A group of GW L.L.M. students
from India described how they celebrate
Diwali back home. They pointed out
that the festival varies by region but is
celebrated almost everywhere. While
this year might not have been a typical
Diwali for them, they mentioned that
they appreciated the chance to meet
other students from GW and elsewhere
at the event.
Although the dinner didn't involve
firecrackers or lights perhaps it was not so
far off from a traditional Diwali celebra
tion: As L.L.M. student Ramachandra

Rao Gurram commented, "there's a
mood of celebration and partying and
that's what Diwali is all about."
•
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PRIVACY from page 1.
GW has also made students' SSN their
and others are simple Excel spreadsheets default student ID number. Consequently,
stored on personal laptops. These infor the number is prevalent and much easier
mal databases are very dangerous because to access by a range of individuals. Once
they are often the least secured. The a person has a name and Student ID,
compromised George Mason system, for "(they) have two pieces of the 'trifecta,"'
example, was a shadow system, not the says Mayer. "The remaining piece (birth
Banner system itself.
date) shouldn't be that difficult to find."
The Law School does not run any Perhaps the veiled reference to gambling
official shadow systems, but it is impos is appropriate—with these three pieces of
sible to ascertain what
^
•MBHMBB
information, a person
student information
can apply for credit in
The Law School does
faculty and staff store
your name, or commit
on computers and lap
not run any official
other forms of identity
tops.
theft.
shadow systems,
In addition to
The SSN Pro
but it is impossible
shadow systems, de
tection Program is a
partments and thirdUniversity-wide effort
to ascertain what
party vendors run hun
to replace student ID
student information
dreds of largely unreg
numbers with some
ulated servers, outside
faculty and staff store
thing other than So
The Core, many of
cial Security Numbers.
on computers and
which contain sensitive
Though the program
laptops.
information. Though
had been planned for
nobody knows for cer^m
some time, the Univer
tain how many exist,
sity recently announced
or at what rate they're being created, a the program's official kick-off. Despite
university-wide search turned up more dire predictions to the contrary, the pro
than 250 unregulated servers which stored gram seems to be running on schedule,
personal information like names, birth- and will reach substantial completion
dates, and Social Security Numbers.
by January—no small feat for a diverse,
Often used for legitimate academic decentralized university.
research, these servers are very difficult to
Administrators are taking great
regulate, much less eliminate. Academia pains to make sure that implementing the
needs information freedom, and often new numbers will not cause headaches for
professors "don't want to be hampered by students and staff. But the biggestsecurity
security," says Mayer. These servers are question is to what extent the new stud
ent
particularly vulnerable to hackers. There ID numbers will filter into the numerous
is no evidence to indicate that any faculty shadow systems and external servers.

rity breaches come from old hard drives.
Every hard drive has a table of contents,
of sorts, which indexes the location of
files. When a file is deleted, the computer
simply erases the table of c ontents entry,
but the actual file remains on the hard
drive until it is overwritten by another
file. Unless hard drives are properly sani
tized (often a six-hour process), there is a
significant risk of passing along sensitive
information to the next owner of the
hard drive.
In 2003, MIT grad Simson Garfinkel purchased 158 hard drives on Ebay. Using easily-available software, he
reconstructed the contents of each hard
drive and found more than 5,000 credit
card numbers, financial and medical
records, and personal e-mail. In similar
experiments, others collected hard drives
from law firms and got similar results.
Official University policy requires proper
sanitation of hard drives, and many de
partments comply. However, universal
compliance is impossible to gauge, espe
cially among external serversand personal
laptop hard drives.
Students are prime targets for
identity theft, and the national univer
sities hemorrhage more than 50,000
identities every week. Students can take
limited precautions, such as invoking a
confidentiality flag, to protect personal
information. Though the University and
Law School are going to great lengths to
protect personal information, students can
do very little to secure personal informa
tion from hackers, dishonest insiders, and
human error.

students at risk; the problem results from
naivete about identity security.
Staff turnover makes training an on
going struggle, despite strict policies gov
erning information control. Accidental
information leaks can occur, even in the
most secure IT environment. However,
the Law School is taking precautions.
When students go to the Records Office,
for example, instead of repeating their
Social Security Numbers out loud, they
are asked to write them on a piece of pa
per, which is then returned. On the other
hand, many students might remember a
financial aid seminar where students were
required to complete an information form
to prove attendance. The forms, each of
which contained enough information
to apply for credit, were then placed in
a public box. It is unclear where those
forms currently reside. Though invoking
a confidentiality flag on your record will
make your contact information non-pub
lic, it cannot prevent authorized access,
mistakes, hacking, stolen information,
or dishonest insiders from leaking your
information.

The author seeks feedback and ques
C7
tions: atitus@law.gwu.edu.

or staff member has ever purposefully put

Old Hard Drives

Another potential source of secu

Major Sources of University
Identity Break-ins
Stolen Computers
15%

an effort that has already resulted in
successful pledges. To solicit corporate
sponsorship, the SBA will be targeting
mailings to small and mid-sized busi
nesses in the D.C. metro area as well as
local law firms.
According to Koester, the Law
School and faculty have supported the
students' efforts, providing contact in
formation for potential donors. Koester
said that he planned to show potential

Exposed Online

2%

Compromised
Passwords
15%

Social Security Protection Program
The University uses the SSN to in
terface with the IRS and other governmen

tal agencies. As a matter of convenience,

KATRINA from page 1.

Dishonest Insider
7%

Hacking

61%

donors the success that the Law School
has had with its fundraising efforts, and
publicize their contributions in GW pub
lications in order to encourage businesses
to participate.
Koester said that the SBA has set
a fundraising goal of $75,000, which
is the approximate cost for Habitat to
build a home for a family in the Gulf
Coast Region. Such a goal, Koester
said, will demonstrate the Law School's
experience in raising funds to the business
community.

In addition to its fundraising efforts,
the SBA has been in touch with Tulane
University Law School to assistin their ef
forts to restart in the spring. In particular,
the SBA is supporting the Tulane Student
Bar Association's 'Pro Bono Publico: An
Expression of Gratitude and Renewal,'
which will be held during the weekend of
January 27, 2006. The SBA is working
to send several lawstudents to the confer
ence in New Orleans.
At th e conference, local, state and
national civil leaders will discuss their in

sights into the Hurricane Katrina disaster
and future relief efforts. Attendees will
also tour the city's most devastated areas
with a native tour guide, and have the
opportunity to participate in a rebuilding
or cleanup project.
The SBA is researching the feasi
bility of planning an alternative Spring
break that will allow interested students
to work in the Gulf Coast region.
Koester says that the SBA willwork
to organize the Spring Break and encour
age many students to attend it.
•
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Organizations, Legislatures Take Aim
at Human Trafficking
slavery, "trafficking is an issue that did
not begin to mainstream until 2000."
Staff Writer
"Prior to 2000, the breakup of the
Soviet Union brought Russian women
who were trafficked to the media's at
In "Human Trafficking," Lifetime's tention," Ellerman said. "Left-wing
television miniseries event which first feminists and human rights groups who
aired on October 18,2005, Mira Sorvino were already involved with the struggle
noted that "no sensible person today against trafficking were joined by politi
would think that slavery could exist cal conservatives. Together, they brought
in the 21s' century here on our shores. about the [Trafficking Victims Protection
[However,] slave traffickers around the Act (TVPA)]."
Congress passed the TVPA in 2000.
world have rediscovered how profitable
Among its various provisions, the TVPA
it is to buy and sell people."
The miniseries featured stories both prohibited transnational and domes
of several young women who were tic trafficking of men, women and chil
dren and created fund
trafficked, some across
ing streams to allow the
international borders,
federal government to
for the sole purpose of
"Slave traffickers
offer services to victims
sexual exploitation by
around the world
who are internationally
perpetrators of a single
have rediscovered
trafficked into the US.
international trafficking
The TVPA also
ring. Advertised in mag
how profitable it
created the Office to
azines, on television and
is to buy and sell
Monitor and Combat
via various mediums,
Trafficking in Persons,
"Human Trafficking"
people."
which, among other
was by far the largest
things, annually pro
media event to focus
duces the Trafficking in
on the extent of and the
injustices associated with modern-day Persons (TIP) Report. The TIP Report
is a comprehensive report on the efforts
slavery.
The 2000 United Nations Protocol of governments worldwide to combat
to Prevent, Suppress and Punish Traffick human trafficking.
ing in Persons, Especially Women and
In the TIP Report, approximately
OcvWdxexv
Protocol") defined Viuman 150 co\irrtr\es are rarvYced in tiers ac
BY ANITA VALLIANI

trafficking as "the recruitment, trans-

portation, transfer or receipt of persons,
by means of threat or use of force or
other forms of coercion, or abduction,
of fraud, of deception, of the abuse of
power or of a position of vulnerability or
of the giving or receiving of payments or
benefits to achieve the consent of a per
son having control over another person
for the purpose of exploitation."
The UN Protocol described exploi
tation as "at a minimum, the prostitution
of others or other forms of sexual exploi
tation, forced labor or services, slavery or
practices similar to slavery, servitude or
the removal of organs."
According to the fifth annual
Trafficking in Persons Report (TIP)
commissioned by the United States De
partment of State (State Dept.) in 2005,
human trafficking generates $9.5 billion
in annual revenues. After the trafficking
of drugs and weapons, trafficking in
persons is the most profitable business
in the world.
In its 2005 TIP Report, the State
Dept. estimated that 600,000 to 800,000
men, women and children are trafficked
across international borders each year.
Approximately 50 percent of those
who are internationally trafficked are
minors and up to 80 percent of them
are female.
The International Labor Organiza
tion (ILO), the UN agency charged with
addressing labor standards, employment
and social protection issues, estimates
that approximately 12.3 million people
are enslaved in forced labor. Yet, surpris
ingly, human trafficking has only recently
received media and political attention in
the U.S. and abroad.
According to Derek Ellerman, cofounder and Co-Executive Director of
Polaris Project, a multi-cultural grass
roots organization based in the United
States and Japan that works to combat
trafficking in persons and modern-day

cording to whether they meet minimum

and who had first been trafficked when and why the victim had become involved
they were 12 years old. [These children] in the sex industry.
According to Feinberg, "LSAT
were horribly beaten with electrical
cords, punched in their chests until hopes to work on an amendment to the
TVPA which would take
they could not breathe,
out the requirement that
had screwdrivers put in
victims work with law
their heads [and] had their
"A movement
enforcement
against their
legs broken [among other
is
developing
in
trafficker."
things]." Ellerman added,
When asked to
which lawyers
"When a child has been
comment
on whether
in those conditions for
are bringing civil such an amendment
so long, the trauma is
suits against
would make it more dif
tremendous."
ficult
for traffickers to
The TVPA in its
traffickers."
be
apprehended,
since
original form only pro
^™
victims
would
no
longer
vided for the criminal
be required to cooperate
prosecution of traffickers.
in
their
prosecution,
Feinberg said, "well,
Not until the TVPA was reauthorized in
that
is
what
we
have
to figure out. Is [the
2003 did it allow for civil rights of action
TVPA]
about
the
victim
or [about] get
against traffickers.
ting
the
trafficker
in
jail?"
Sara Feinberg, second year law
While individuals involved in the
student and co-founder of Law Students
struggle
against trafficking disagree
Against Trafficking (LSAT) at George
town University, noted one benefit of the as to whether legislatures should draft
laws against trafficking primarily to aid
2003 amendment to the TVPA.
"[The reauthorization] is great victims or primarily to apprehend traf
because in a criminal suit, you can only fickers, most agree that such laws should
put the trafficker in jail," Feinberg said. be drafted at the state and local level to
"But now victims can actually present complement the legislation at the federal
their case to a jury and be awarded com level.
pensatory damages."
According to Ellerman, "for every
As such, victims are more likely to one federal [Federal Bureau of Investiga
get the social services and psychological tion (FBI) or Immigration Enforcement
support they need.
Agency (ICE)] agent, there is a local law
"Nonetheless, Feinberg admitted
that "not a lot of cases have been tried

enforcement agency. With such limited

federal resources, only a small number

standards in combating trafficking. Na at all."
of prosecutions [of traffickers] are being
tions ranked in the third and lowest tier,
Feinberg noted, however, that "a made. It is incredibly important that state
such as Cuba, Burma,
movement is develop laws against trafficking be adopted across
North Korea and variing in which lawyers the country to begin to fully utilize the
ous African and Middle
are bringing civil suits workhorses of the criminal justice sys
"In the last three
Eastern countries, can
against traffickers." She tem: local police and state courts."
years, Washington,
face non-humanitarian
mentioned that in the
Fortunately, Ellerman said that
Missouri, Florida
and non-trade-related
spring of 2006, LSAT considerable progress is being made with
sanctions from the U.S.
plans to host a training regard to the development of anti-trafand Texas passed
Ellerman said
session in which local ficking laws at the state level.
laws against
that the passage of the
lawyers can be educat
"In the last three years, Washing
TVPA contributed con
ed on the bringing of ton, Missouri, Florida and Texas passed
trafficking; but this
siderably to the public
civil suits on behalf of laws against trafficking; but this year
year alone, eight
ity of human trafficking
victims of human traf alone, eight more states adopted such
more states adopted
and exerted pressure on
ficking.
laws. At the very least," Ellerman said,
countries worldwide to
Feinberg also "most of these state laws have modified
such laws."
pass laws forbidding the
mentioned that LSAT their criminal codes to include the traf
sale of people.
hopes to tackle yet an ficking of persons."
"A lot of countries
other problem during
Feinberg mentioned that the cre
around the world who would not have the next several months which many ation of state laws against trafficking so
otherwise prioritized the issue were human rights activists believe exists in that local police departments have juris
forced to consider it," Ellerman said. the TVPA.
diction over the perpetrators has provided
"Funding streams developed and agen
"Under the TVPA, only certified incentive to many local police officers to
cies that did not work with trafficking victims of international trafficking are go after traffickers.
began providing services to trafficking eligible for T Visas [which allow individ
"State and local police officers do
victims."
uals who would otherwise be classified as not generally like to work on cases when
While the TVPA was an awesome illegal immigrants temporary residency the FBI can just come in after they have
attempt on the part of the U.S. govern and access to social services in the US]," done all the work and take the traffickment to battle trafficking in persons both Feinberg said.
ers away from them,"
domestically and abroad, it nonetheless
"Certification
Feinberg
said.
Victims can be
includes various gaps.
requires that victims
According to Ell
lodged anywhere,
According to Ellerman, the most cooperate with law
erman, however, the
gaping hole in the TVPA is its lack of enforcement, which is
creation of state laws
even, as depicted in
funding for services for domestically traf really tough because
is only a small step in
Lifetime's "Human
ficked women and children. The TVPA many victims fear for
the direction of the ap
concentrated funding for services on their lives for or for
Trafficking,"
prehension of traffick
internationally trafficked victims.
the lives of their loved
ers at the local level.
in middle"Many trafficking victims in the ones back home,"
Local police officers
class suburban
U.S. are U.S. citizens who are domesti Feinberg explained.
still need to be trained
cally trafficked," Ellerman said. "Many
As a result,
to recognize trafficking
neighborhoods.
of these victims are as young as 14 and many internationally
and distinguish it from
15 year old children who are forced into trafficked victims are
common prostitution
street prostitution. More money still deported to their home
or labor violations.
needs to be allocated to help these [indi countries only to be trafficked again or
Polaris Project devotes much of
viduals] receive social services."
subjected to various other human rights its time to educating local police depart
"We have worked with a number abuses, sometimes by their families or ments and social service organizations on
of women who are 18 or 19 years old communities who fail to understand how

Continued on next
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Judith Miller Case
Highlights Press
Privilege Issues
BY JOHN WALKER

Staff Writer

jury. In a concurring opinion, Justice
Powell construed the Court's holding to
mean that there had to be a balancing be
tween a reporter's right to protect sources
with the obligation of all citizens to give
testimony before a grand jury.
Powell's concurrence has been used
by many state courts to construe the right
to protect sources broadly. It is however,
extremely rare that a reporter's rights
would extend into the grand jury context.
According to Professor Thomas Dienes,
it would be especially rare in cases where
information was leaked, because in such
circumstances, the reporter and the ac
cused are often the only two who know
what exactly took place.
Additionally, under Powell's con
currence, the prosecutor must generally
exhaust other sources before subpoenaing
a reporter to reveal confidential source
information and such a subpoena cannot
be made in bad faith such as harassment
or intimidation. There are also advocates
who support Justice Douglas's dissent in
Branzburg which argued for wide privilege
for journalists.
Professor Dienes points out that
the Miller case highlighted an important

It would make a halfway decent
political thriller novel, which means that
it makes great news. The story of Judith
Miller is the kind of thing that news junk
ies have to read with a handkerchief to
dab away the drool. But there is plenty of
drooling for FirstAmendment enthusiasts
as well. The Miller case involvescomplex
issues of freedom of the press and the
protection of confidential sources.
The saga of espionage and intrigue
began when President Bush, in the 2003
State of the Union Address said the fol
lowing: "The British government has
learned that Saddam Hussein recently
sought significant quantities of uranium
from Africa." That statement did not sit
well with Joseph Wilson who had been
sent to Niger in 2002 to investigate this
very claim and had reported that its ac
curacy was questionable. A few months
after the speech, he published an op-ed
piece in the New York Times that in
formed the American public of this.
In the reporting that followed, it
came out in articles by Robert Novak
and other reporters that Wilson had been concern with creating a press privilege.
tine Husband, of covert CIA. agent, Va\erve
WVveiv s ome joutt\Jk.Y\sts at e tvoLVwrv^,

[auhgjum* edu ziuth

Continued from previous
signs that may indicate that individuals
have been trafficked.
It further struggles to educate
the general public on trafficking since,
among other reasons, victims can be
lodged anywhere, even, as depicted in
Lifetime's "Human Trafficking," in
middle-class suburban neighborhoods.
In early 2006, Polaris Project will
fully launch its "Slavery Still Exists
Campaign," the beginnings of which
can already be seen online, on college
campuses and in various localities. It will
allow grassroots activists, community
members and celebrities to express their
solidarity in recognizing and opposing
modern-day slavery.
Ellerman said that the Slavery Still
Exists Campaign aims to create space
for regular people to get involved in the
struggle against human trafficking. Such
grassroots involvement will help to keep
human trafficking on the radar of legisla
tures and law enforcement agencies.
"[The current] high profile of hu
man trafficking will not last forever, at
most five to seven more years," Ellerman

PI ame. Wilson claimed that the revealing

of his wife's secret status was done in re-

more than

funnels through which the

government may leak information to

the public in order to
taliation for his criticism
shape its public image,
of the administration,
is it really appropriate to
and also illegal.
The solution,
allow these government
It was reported
officials to have their
according to
that the government
identity protected?
had leaked the informa
Dienes, should
"I am a great fan
tion to six reporters,
be to construe
of journalist privilege, I
including the conserva
believe that it is a criti
tive New York Times
the journalistic
cal part of having a free
reporter, Judith Miller.
privilege broadly:
press to keep the public
A special prosecutor was
informed," Dienes said.
appointed to investigate
"But on the other hand
whether government
officials had leaked Plame's CIA status. . . . freedom of the press is grounded by
As a part of that investigation, Miller and the checking role played by journalists
checking private and public abuses, yet
other reporters were subpoenaed.
Miller refused to appear before the so much is based on agreements and
noted. "Federal funding [for anti-traf- grand jury arguing that a reporter has a close working relationships between the
ficking efforts] has already dropped. As constitutional right to protect the identi government and reporters."
the popularity of this issue [declines], ties of her sources founded on the belief
Dienes also remarked that if there
Congress will allocate less money. Hope that without the ability to ensure that was complete ability to subpoena report
fully, strong partnerships will be created unnamed sources will remain protected, ers, the government would use them as
with other NGO sectors like domestic a free press cannot properly fulfill its an investigative arm, whereby they could
violence, child abuse, immigration ser function of informing the public. When assure sources of privacy all they wanted,
vice agencies, etc., to increase the overall her source freed her from her obligation only to be forced by threat of sanction
capacity of the anti-trafficking movement to secrecy, Miller dismissed it as being later to repeat it. This is a concern that
for the long-term."At the moment, two part of an overall government directive was shared by Powell in his Branzburg
federal bills are in motion to fill some of for all administration officials to waive concurrence.
the gaps which still exist in the TVPA, their confidentiality regarding the Plame
The solution, according to Dienes,
and various states are in the process of issue.
should be to construe the journalistic
drafting anti-trafficking laws.
Miller considered this to be coerced privilege broadly. In this case that means
GW Law students who wish to and eventually was found in contempt that the prosecutor should have allowed
learn more about or to get involved in the of court for her refusal to testify to the reporters to maintain their confidentiality,
struggle against human trafficking should grand jury and went to jail. Eighty-five even though this may mean allowing the
visit Polaris Project at www.polarispro- days in, as the courts were threatening government to get away with some pretty
ject.org and www.humantrafficking.com, to turn Miller's civil contempt charge questionable activity.
the latter of which is Polaris Project's into a criminal contempt charge, Miller
"I want to know who is leaking
research and training center.
reported that she had received adequate this stuff out of the White House, I think
Furthermore, information on Life notice from her source that she was free Rove and Libby are involved and I am a
time's television miniseries event, "Hu to disclose his identity.
liberal democrat, I want this stuff spread
man Trafficking," can be found online
This very issue of press privilege all over!" Dienes said. "But I think some
at http: / w
/ ww.lifetimetv.com/movies/ was addressed by the Supreme Court in times you have to accept some ofthe crap
originals/humantrafficking.html.
1972 in the case of Branzburg v. Hayes. that I think is going on in order to get
Students may also contact the au There, the Court ruled in a five-four deci important information out to the public
thor of this article at avalliani@law.gwu. sion that there is no absolute protection [by protecting the ability of reporters to
edu.
^
•
of reporters from testifying before a grand use confidential sources]."
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Dean Lawrence Discusses 'Bias Crime' Legislation
members of a targetcommunity are found
not
just to react with sympathy, but with
BY ANITA VALLIANI
actual
victimization, as if they themselves
Staff Writer
were the victims of the crimes."
Lawrence further noted that recent
On Wednesday, November 9, ap- studies evaluating the effects of bias
proximately 30 students attended Dean crimes have shown that members of target
Frederick Lawrence's lecture on bias communities react to bias crimes with
crimes, which he said are "motivated disintegration from society similar to that
by specific, personal and group-based which individual victims undergo,
reasons: the victim's real or perceived
Finally, Lawrence said that bias
membership in a particular group."
crimes adversely affect society in that soHis discussion focused on the nature ciety "fractures in adangerous way" every
and effects of bias crimes, the rationale time a bias crime is committed,
behind them, and the controversy that
Specifically, "bias crimes violate
surrounds legislation that has recently society's general concern for the security
developed—or is in the process of being of its members and their property, as well
developed—to punish perpetrators of as its shared values of equality, [such
crimes motivated by biases differently that] it perceives the resulting harm to
than perpetrators of parallel crimes.
be greater" than that which would have
Lawrence explained that "bias resulted if only a parallel crime had been
crimes are the criminal manifestation committed.
of prejudice. They may be distinguished
Lawrence connected recent and profrom parallel crimes—crimes that are jected legislation against bias crimes—in
similar in all manners but for the absence the United States and abroad—to societal
of bias-motivation—by the mental state perceptions of its necessity,
of the actor as well
Specifically, he
as the nature of the
said that such statharm caused."
.
.
utes aim to protect
In the course of
"Bias crimes are the
"categories of victims
his lecture, Lawrence
criminal manifestation
whom society deems
expanded on the ar...
should be protected by
r
gument that victims
of prejudice. They may
bias crime laws. The
characteristics that are
of bias crimes expebe distinguished from
rience different and
arguably worse effects
than victims of pared-

parallel crimes...
by
parallel
crimes... by
the mental state of the

\e\ crimes because
bias crimes cause in-

actor as well as the
n a t u r e of t h e ha r m

dividual, group and

mcl?.ded are th°fthat

implicate social fissure
lines, [or rather,] divisions that run deep in
tbe social bistory of a
culture."

societal harm.
Lawrence ex
caused."
plained that a "social
Lawrence said
fissure line" refers to
that "individual vic
the point at which a
tims of bias crimes
react with a greater sense of victimization society breaks in a particular way such
or harm than victims of similar crimes, that a certain bias is more understand[Victims of] cross-burning, as opposed able to its members than various others
to some sort of mischief on [their] lawn, that may exist.
for example, experience disintegration
In the U.S., for example, the long
from society, [or rather,] feel alienated history of slavery and racial discriminafforn society."
tion has made it such that individuals are
Furthermore, the process by which more likely to understand racial bias and
such victims reintegrate into society is to wish to protect themselves and others
much lengthier and much more difficult against it than they are to understand and
because victims assaulted for their sexual wish to combat prejudice against people
orientation, racial orientation or the like with blue eyes, red hair or the like,
are attacked not for being in the wrong
Similarly, in the United Kingdom,
place at the wrong time, but rather for where biascrime legislation was instituted
who they are.
as early as the 1980s, social fissure lines
Similarly, Lawrence said that "other originally kept legislatures from includ

ing sectarian violence in their bias crime enhancement bias-inspired conduct bestatutes.
cause this conduct [was] thought to inflict
Britain's history of "Paki-bashing," greater individual and societal harm."
or discrimination against Pakistani natives
Justice Rehnquist argued that"[t] he
in Britain, made ethnic biases much more state's desire to redress [such] perceived
understandable to
harms provide[d]
the lay individual
an adequate explaand, as such, laws
Many argue that
nation for its pendeveloped to com. . . . * .. .
,
alty-enhancement
bat them.
legislation that enhances
provision Lawrence
punishments for
While the
noted that since the
perpetrators of bias
Supreme Court
institution of bias
.
.
has on many other
crime legislation
crimes are directed at
occasions struck
down bias cnme
in the US, various
"punishfingj thought"
organizations and
,
,
.
legislation enacted
individuals have
and not the actual
in states, Lawrence
debated whether
crimes for which
said that the US is
such legislation can
^ perpetmtors are
nonetheless movr
r
and should be susing in the directained.
responsible and are thus
tion of better protecting individuals
For example,
jn violation ofthe First
Lawrence said,
.
,
. _r
against bias-related
many argue that
Amendment to the U.S.
victimization. For
legislation that
Constitution.
example, the U.S.
enhances punishcurrently devotes
ments for perpetramany more retors of bias crimes
sources to the unare directed at "punish[ing] thought" covering and combating of bias crimes,
and not the actual crimes for which the
However, it is yet to be determined
perpetrators are responsible and are thus whether recent increases in reports of bias
in violation of the First Amendment to crimes are the result of more sophisticated
the U.S. Constitution.
detection mechanisms or whether, as
Lawrence responded that bias crime Lawrence said some argue, "bias crime
legislation does not necessarily focus legislations have actually exacerbated tenpunishing perpetrators more severely for sions" between racial and ethnic groups,
their "motivations per se, but rather for
To this argument, Lawrence rethe increased harms which their victims
experience."

sponded that the recognition and criminalization of an evil that is already

harm to society cannot actually
the blameworthiness of the actor," Law- constitute the creation of said harm; it can
rence said. "It is about the harm to the vie- only validate it.
tim. Even if the physical manifestations
In Britain, Lawrence said, Pakiof the injury are the same, the victim of a bashing developed in the1950s and 1960s,
bias crime will react with a different kind It was not forbidden by criminal legislaof symptomology and victimology."
tion, however, until the 1980sso the harm
The Supreme Court has, in recent that ensued until then was not appropriyears, yielded to this logic. For example, ately captured. This did not mean that the
in Wisconsin v. M itchell (1993), it upheld legislation actually led to Paki-bashing; it
Wisconsin's statute that allowed for really only led to its recognition,
penalty-enhancement in cases in which
Lawrence further noted that bias
criminal activities were motivated by crime legislations in the U.S. express pre"race, religion, color, disability, sexual cisely the values that many of their critics
orientation, national origin or ancestry" espouse: that the law ought to protect all
as not inconsistent with the First and citizens and the criminal justice system
Fourteenth Amendments.
should not be used in a manner that harms
In the opinion that he delivered members of particular groups,
on behalf of the majority, Chief Justice
As such, the many arguments that
William Rehnquist recognized that the individuals raise against such laws are
Wisconsin statute had singled out "for easily dispelled.
•
"It is not just about the culpability or

causing
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Really Infectious Music,
and Tips for Finals
Once upon a time, people used a look. Indeed, the vulnerability is so bad
to purchase music in an archaic form that many virus protection software suites
known as Compact Discs. If you look have begun to classify the program as a
hard enough, you can still find relics of virus, blocking its installation.
this age in the glove compartments and
The backlash against this has been
passenger side seats of cars. A lot of com strong to say the least. Sony BMG has
panies made quite a bitof money charging provided instructions for removing the
you fifteen dollars per CD, even though software and fixing the security hole,
they cost less than $1 each to make. They though the instructions are so techni
justified this price gouging by including a cal and complicated that this columnist
bunch of second rate songs that you had wouldn't care to try it. They have also of
never heard before,
fered replacement CDs
and that you prob
and free, unblemished,
ably wouldn't care to
digital downloads to
hear again.
anyone who has pur
Then, of
chased the infected
course, came the mp3
CDs.
format, and with it
This is, of course,
Napster and Grokster
just the most recent skir
and other file sharing
mish in a war that has
programs. No longer
been taking place for
were folks forced to
at least two decades.
pay for songs they
IKE HIMOWITZ
Once upon a time, the
didn't want, and they
music industry was des
could mix and match
perately worried that
as they liked. In fact,
magnetic tapes were
people didn't really
going to kill their busi
have to pay at all- the age of illegal music ness model as people would just tape
downloading was upon us. Then music their favorite songs off of the radio. More
companies then brought lots and lots of recently, they have gotten laws passed
law suits and searched for a way to make to make the use of copyright protection
money in the new digital age. To some circumvention devices illegal, and they
extent, they found it when they developed have created multiple schemes likethe one
several systems for purchasing and down described above to make sure their music
loading music online.
remains protected. Some of these have
The music companies, however, actually been quite laughable. Two of my
never gave up on the dream of returning favorite attempts include protection that
to the old system, and to that end they've could be bypassed with the judicious use
come up with ever more nefarious ways of a black Sharpie around the edges of a
of trying to keep people from copying and CD and another scheme where pressing
using their music as they want. Indeed, the SHIFT key as the CD was inserted
according to a recent New York times disabled all protection.
Regardless of the ineffectiveness of
piece, the record industry now identi
fies "casual piracy" - buying a CD and past and present schemes, with profits in
decline for musiccom
sharing it with your
^m ^
panies, you can expect
friends - as the single
I have to believe
to see more attempts to
biggest threat to their
rein in illegal copying.
bottom line.
that the extent to
However, I'm equally
To some extent,
which some of these
confident that you
the record industry is
will see workarounds
companies have
exactly right. Noth
for these technologies
ing is simpler than
recently gone in
almost immediately
to hear your friend's
order to protect their
after their release - the
CD through her head
question is what sort
phones (though I can't
music is immoral, and
of damage they'll be
remember the last ac
possibly even illegal.
able to do during the
tual CD I saw around
time in-between.
the law school) and
decide to pop it into
A few quick notes before finals.
your computer and presto, you have mp3s
Finals are the worst time to have
of every track on the album. Of course,
I have to believe that the extent to which your computer go down, so here are a few
some of these companies have recently quick reminders. First, back up all your
gone in order to protect their music is files - to your iPod, to another computer,
to a CD, but do it, and do it now. Second,
immoral, and possibly even illegal.
Exhibit A in the current debate is make sure you download and do a test run
Sony BMG, which recently has embed with the new Extegrity software. Confirm
ded a nasty little program on its Van Zant that you don't get any security violations
album and on at least 19 others as well. that might keep you from using it the day
The CD installs a program designed to of the test. Third, always check to make
limit the ability to copy the music onto sure you are plugged into a live so cket
your computer. In order to do this, it the day of the test. Every now and then
re room, and
must first install a 'root kit' that changes there is a bad one in the lectu
the
Extegrity
software
will
keep
you from
the settings of your computer at its lowest
seeing
any
warnings
until
your
computer
level. Worse yet, in doing so, SonyBMG
created several security flaws that leave just shuts down. Finally, make sure your
your system wide open to attacks by hack computer is comfortable for sitting down
ers - who have already tailor-made several and typing for three straight hours. If it
viruses to exploit these openings. This isn't, you might consider borrowing some
is the digital equivalent of breaking into one else's computer. Many of the little
your house, rearranging your underwear computers aren't particularly comfortable,
drawer, and then leaving the front door and you don't need hand cramps and eye
open for anyone to come inside and have fatigue distracting you. Good luck! •

The Technology Guy

The Internal Dilemmas of
a Football Fan
Watching football these days isn't a lose-lose.
a simple matter like it used to be. In
Another common situation is when
the beginning, you just rooted for your you have players from your hometown
hometown team. Then, sports gambling team on your fantasy team. If your team
was invented, leading to the invention of does well, you hope that your player is the
spreads and that movie with A1 Pacino one responsible as then you'll get to reap
and Matthew McConaughey. Finally, the fantasy benefits also. However, if he
fantasy football ar
has a terrible game
rived, which gave
but the team still
the sports networks
wins, then your en
a reason to post in
joyment of the win
dividual player stats
is lessened. There's
on the Bottom Line.
clearly no bright-line
Instead of merely
rule to follow in this
watching the game
situation, so you'll
to root for your
just have to wing it
team, you can have a
week to week.
larger vested interest.
JONATHAN AUERBACH
Without gambling or
Hometown Fan
fantasy sports, would
and Gambler:
there be a reason to
As a general
watch the travesty
rule, you should not
that is the Houston
bet against your own
Texans?
team straight up. Simple as that. Betting
Watching a game with fantasy im against the spread is obviously a different
plications can bea little frustrating. You're matter. If you don't think your team is go
not rooting for any particular team, just ing to cover, you shouldn't rule out betting
your own player. Some common annoy against them out of hometown loyalty. By
ances suffered by the fantasy fan are when doing this however, you open yourself up
your wide receiver gets tackled at the to the problems discussed earlier. If your
one-yard line, when the backup running team is giving a ton of points, betting
back gets the goal-line carries, or when against them means you're rooting for a
the quarterback runs the TD himself close game, which could come back to
instead of throwing it to your tight end. haunt you should the other team pull out
You can get equally frustrated watcVvlrvg
t\ve "VA/YTV . I? -yovvr team s\vovt\d ptevaW axvA

Left-Wing Lock

a game you bet on when the other team
scores a meaningless touchdown to cover

the other team covers, that's an obvious
win-win for you.

the spread.
Fantasy Fan and Gambler:
Being a hometown fan, fantasy fan,
This is an interesting predicament to
or gambler is hard enough to do each
week. What happens if you try to wear be in and one Iwouldn't recommend. You
more than one hat? This sounds like open yourself up to all sorts of problems
a smart idea at first, because there are when you bet against the team which has
some of your fantasy
only so many hours of
guys on it. If you bet
football on each week
for the team with your
(around 1342 maybe?),
fantasy players, you
so why not try to maxBeing a hometown
effectively hedge your
imize your viewing
fan, fantasy fan,
bets (winning $10 now
experience? However,
as opposed to $100 at
or gambler is
you also open the door
the end of the fantasy
to extreme mental an
hard enough to do
season).
guish. Luckily for you, I
each week. What
If you really want
have spent many hours
to
give
yourself a head
contemplating these
happens if you try
ache while you watch,
situations, and I present
to wear more than
try the following: bet
to you my analysis.
on the team with two
one hat?
of your fantasy players
Hometown Fan and
that's playing the team
Fantasy Fan
with a fantasy player
This is the most
common sports conflict today. How do on your opponent's team. Just for kicks,
you root for your team when their suc let's say you are down 8 points in your
cess will be detrimental to your fantasy fantasy league and this game happens to
squad? The simple approach is toconcede be the Monday-night game. To further
one team's defeat. This is relatively easy spice it up, the opposing fantasy player is
to do when: a) your hometown team is the kicker. Is there anyway you can win
awful and out of playoff contention, or your bet and your fantasy game in this
b) your fantasy game is already lost for situation? If you're taking the points, you
need your fantasy guys to score all their
the week.
team's
points to improve your odds. Then,
The dilemma comes in when you
if
other
team has a functional offense, you
need your player to perform and your
need
them
to only score touchdowns. If
team needs to win the game. On the one
all
those
things
happen and the team you
hand, you obviously want your hometown
bet
on
doesn't
end
up winning because
team to win, but on the other hand, you
of
special
team
or
defensive
touchdowns,
don't want to concede defeat in your
then
you
will
have
pulled
off
a
remarkable
fantasy league. This is where creative
feat,
one
which
will
awe
your
friends for
cheering is useful. Let's say you have a
wide receiver on the opposing team. You about five seconds.
can cheer foronly him to score orget yard
Hometown Fan, Fantasy Fan, and
age, and when the running back gets the
goal-line touchdown, you now have two Gambler:
If anyone wants to attempt this,
reasons to be angry. If your player does
•
score, it's a win-lose situation, instead of please proceed at your own risk.
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Public Interest Holiday
Gift Giving
For Christinas and the Lunar New friends. Plus it never hurts to show a bit
Year, I'd like to have a public interest of school pride. Even if you didn't order
fellowship, a Toyota Pruis, affordable these items already, most groups will have
housing in Northwest D.C. with indoor some extras to sell during the distribu
parking, and a government that cares tion period. I know there will be some
about my public interest...
excellent APALSA sweatshirts available
It is that time of the year when the for purchase soon so keep an eye out for
rest of civilization begins to think about them and help students fundraise to put
the gifts they want to receive, the giftsthey on more events that benefit the entire
loathe to get, and the headache (or plea student body.
sure for the select few) of picking the per
fect gifts for the people they love or have
For lunch packers who love the
to please. Law students are an exception environment...
to the rule because this is the time of the
If you are like me and "pack" (I of
year that most of us completely freak out ten cheat with the TV dinner option), you
over outlines, finals, unreliable laptops, have probably been in the conundrum of
and papers with too few citations.
not having any utensils with which to eat
Since I don't study much and love your food. While you may go to ABP and
to shop, I'm hoping my friendly sugges steal a fork or spoon, it would probably
tions that follow will
be much better if y ou
help you celebrate
GEORGE WU
had some multifunc
the holidays with
tional and reusable
out taking too much
eating tools stored in
time away from your
your locker. For that
textbooks, hurting the environment, and purpose, you should go to www.re-modgoing into additional debt.
ern.com/product/ABB-SPORK.html and
The criteria I used to select my gift buy a bunch of Bambu Bamboo Sporks.
giving recommendations include: eco- These fork and spoon combos are handfriendly production and distribution, ease shaped from 100% organically grown
of purchase, cost,
bamboo, which will not
charitable causes,
impart or absorb flavors,
and, of course, cool
is head-and stain-resis
ness.
tant, and is safe for all
nonstick surfaces. Sets
For gift givers
of four cost only $8.50,
who live at the law
so keep some for your
school...
self and give a few each
APALSA and
to all your like-minded
other law student
friends.
organizations have
all been selling GW
For the techie
paraphernalia in
with style...
recent weeks, and
Since we are
delivery dates are
all supposed to have
coming up. These
the same Dell laptop,
sweatshirts, mugs, and other daily-use wouldn't it be nice to help your friend
items make wonderful gifts for family and stand out with a colorful bag handmade
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Caravan4Christmas Toy Drive this week!
Make the holidays a little brighter for children displaced
by hurricanes Katrina and Rita. Please bring a new, unwrapped
toy to the Lerner lounges any day this week.
For more information about Caravan4Christmas or how
you can help, please visit the website at caravan4christmas.
com.
Send Holiday cheer to a fellow GW classmate in Iraq!
Bill Bainbridge (2L) will be serving a tour of duty until the
summer 2006. If you would like to send him letters, packages,
or holiday greetings, please do so at:
Major William Bainbridge
B Troop, 1/3 ACR-BTT
APO, AE 09379
by cooperatives in India from recycled
materials? You can buy these Ragbags
for only $37.50 at www.hipandzen.com/
csrbp.html. The bags are made by Con
serve (www.hipandzen.com/cnsv.html),
a recycling and waste management NGO
(non-governmental organization) that
was founded in October 2003 in response
to the mountains of garbage and litter,
especially plastic bags that had become
a common sight around the city of New
Delhi. Theses bags are fairly traded, so
you can feel good about giving it to any
of your environmental, labor, and international-minded friends.
For people who tend to forget to
feed their pet or water their plant...

My girlfriend and I have two gold
fish called Tangerine and Clementine.
While we know that many pet industries
are not inline with some
public interest ideals,
we find our tiny apart
ment mates to be very
positive additions to our
fives. For your friends or
loved ones who may also
benefit from having eas
ily o r self-sustaining fife
forces around, I suggest
the Original Ecosphere
Ecosystem. Ecospheres,
available at Green Feet
(www.greenfeet.com/ecosphere-smallpod.html), are a completely self-contained
and self-sustaining miniature world.
Inside each EcoSphere are active micro
organisms, bright red shrimp, and algae
existing in filtered seawater. The unit is a
self-containing ecosystem, so your friend
will never have to feed the fife within.
Because the living organisms within the
EcoSphere utilize their resources without
overpopulating or contaminating their
environment, the ecosphere requires no
cleaning and only minimal care. This gift
can also be given to people who would
love to hold the world in their hands.

or visiting their website (www.tenthousandvillages.com). You can find fairly
traded handiworks from around the world
to send to your friends, along with descrip
tions of the cultures and communities that
produced each gift.
For fashionistas with a con
science...

I love buying clothes and try my
best only to purchase items that were not
produced by underage, overworked, and
underpaid individuals. If you also have
family, friends, and pets that are high on
style and low on sweatshops, check out
American Apparel at www.americanapparel.net to find clothing for men, women,
kids, and dogs. American Apparel is a

vertically integrated manufacturer and
retailer where all stages of production
are consolidated under one roof at their
downtown Los Ange
les factory. They offer
all of their employees
year-round employment,
paid time off, affordable
healthcare for them and
their families, companysubsidized lunches, bus
passes, free ESL classes,
on-site masseurs, free
parking, proper fighting
and ventilation, and the
most up-to-date equip
ment.
For those who have everything...

I donate a modest amount to a
few local charities each year to show my
support for their causes and thank them
for the public interest opportunities they
continue to provide for law students like
myself. If you have a family member or
friend who has enough possessions to
begin with, I suggest making a donation
to a charity in his/her name. One very
deserving local non-profit organization
is the Asian Pacific American Legal
Resource Center. I have worked with
the APALRC for five years now and
For friends with worldly posses truly support its mission to address the
sions...
advancing the legal and civil rights of
Many of us have traveled around Asian Americans in the Washington,
the world and collected souvenirs that D.C. metropolitan community through
reflect the cultures and communities we direct services, education, and advocacy.
encountered. While this is better than You can provide invaluable, unrestricted
going to a retailer and consuming unfairly funding to the APALRC on behalf of
traded products from developing nations, someone by visiting www.charityadvanthere is still a high likelihood that your tage.com/apalrc/Donate.asp.
souvenir is a product of a tourism industry
I hope you all have a very happy
that underpays its workers and pollutes and healthy Thanksgiving, Finals, Christ
that environment. If you are interested in mas, and New Year. I look forward to
purchasing gifts from around the world, I writing to you all next year and hope that
suggest going to your local Ten Thousand you will continue to five the public interest
Villages (Alexandria and Bethesda) store lifestyle.
•
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Life Outside the Law:
The Best Week EVER
November 13-20,
2005:
In Entertainment

fall, I'll be around to catch ya calls," will
now be writingbooks. On November 15th,
50 Cent announced his plan to launch a
hip-hop book line. 50 Cent's publisher
said, "These tales will tell the truth about
the life, the sex, guns and cash; the brutal
highs and short lives of the players on the
streets." Pocket/MTV Books promised
this venture would showcase "gritty"
stories. The G-Unit Books line of street
fiction will fe ature fellow G-Unit mem
bers Lloyd Banks, Tony
Yayo, and Young Buck
as characters.

• Martha Stewart: For almost two
months, Martha has been firing people
on her show "The Apprentice," but on
Monday, November 14th, she was the one
who got fired. NBC has pulled the plug
on Martha's Ap
prentice. For those
unfamiliar with the
show, Stewart's ver
sion of the show set
•39^ A n 
up a weekly com
nual Country Music
petition among 16
Awards: The CMA
hopefuls to win a
Awards was broadcast
$250,000 prize and
on Tuesday November
15th. The big winner of
a year-long "ap
prenticeship" job
the evening was Keith
JAIA A . THOMAS
Urban who brought
at Martha Stewart
home the awards for
Living Omnimedia
Male Vocalist of the
Company. While
Year, and Entertainer
Trump relies on the
infamous phrase, "Your Fired!," Stewart of the Year. Gretchen Wilson won Fe
politely dismissed contestants with, "You male Vocalist of the Year and Song of
just don't fit in." NBC executives say the the Year went to Bill Anderson and Jon
show had always been scheduled to run Randall for "Whiskey Lullaby."
for only one cycle. Since its September
• VIBE Awards: Mariah Carey
21st premier, the show had only averaged
conquered the VibeMusic Awards. Carey
6.8 million viewers.

Life Outside the Law

walked away victorious with four V tro-

• Laguna Beach: The last episode phies including: R&B Voice Of The Year,
of Laguna Beach Season 2 aired Monday Artist Of The Year, Album Of The Year
November 14th. The thirty-minute com {TheEmancipation Of Mimi), and Best R &
mercial free finale bid farewell to Stephen, B Song ("We Belong Together"). During
Kristin, Talan, LC, Taylor, and other cast one of her acceptance speeches, Carey
members. While a new season is set to imparted the following words of wisdom:
premier next year, one wonders whether "Whatever you're going through in your
it will be able to fillthe drama-filled shoes life, d on't ever give up." Other winners
of this season. Who could forget when include: Kanye West (Best Rapper),
Alex M. verbally slaughtered Jessica face Diplomats (Best Group), Keyshia Cole
to face in Cabo and forced her to admit & Young Jeezy (Next Award). Mary J.
she was a slut? And who could forget the Blige was also honored with the VLegend
day Jessica and Jason broke up? Who Award for Lifetime Achievement.
could forget graduation? Hopefully the
Who Had the Best Week EVER???
new season will bring just as many, if not
more, memories. Also, expect two spin
• Matthew McConaughev Mat
off shows next fall including: LC's new
show entitled 'The Hills' and a new show thew McCounaughey had THE BEST
chronicling Talan and Kimberly Stewart's WEEK EVER. People Magazine's
Sexiest Man Alive issue hit newsstands
engagement.
Friday November 18th showcasing Mc
Counaughey.
People crowned Matthew
• 50 Cent: The same man who
McCounaughey,
36, the "Sexiest Man
wrote such insightful and profound lyrics
Alive."
In
response
to his new title, Mc
as, "You can find me in da club, bottle full
Counaughey
replied,
"I like the alive
of bub," "Dance floor jam backed, hot as
part."
•
a teakettle," "Summer, winter, spring and

Two small boys, not yet old enough to be in school, were overheard
talking at the zoo one day:
"My name is Billy. What's yours?" asked the first bdy.
"Tommy," replied the second.
"My Daddy's an accountant. What does your Daddy do?" asked Billy.
Tommy replied: "My Daddy's a lawyer."
"Honest?" asked Billy.
"No, just the regular kind," replied Tommy.

Register for the

2006 McKenna Long & Aldridge
"Gilbert A. Cuneo"
Government Contracts
Moot Court Competition
Obtain 1 Credit-Hour
At least $1,500 Available in Prize Money
Top 10-15% of Competitors Invited to Join Moot
Court Board
Opportunity to have Briefs Published
Post-Competition Reception at McKenna Long &
Aldridge
Great Networking Opportunities!

No Government Contracts experience
required11
First Round: March 18, 2006 at GW Law School
Semi-Final Round: March 25, 2006 at GW Law
School
Final Round: Early April at U.S. Court of Federal
Claims (Date TBA)
For more information, please contact
B'itt Soeros or Dennis D' Angelo

wssperos@law.gwu.edu or ddangelo2006@law.gwu.edu
Co-Chairs, Government Contracts Moot Court Competition

The Internets Corner
by Leo Hinze
Elvis Costello once said that writing zones that roughly corresponded to the
about music is like dancing about archi three cushions, assigned each boy to a
tecture -it's a stupid thing to want to do. zone, and ordered each of them to sit
Leo's corollary is that writing about the quietly in their respective zones for the
internet for a newspaper is like walking duration of the day.
The arrangement made for one
around in public without pants - it sounds
like it will be a lot of fun, but it turns out to sided conversations that flowed thusly:
"Why did you hit Randy*? I
be a silly thing to do. Thankfully, there is
now a Nota Bene(www.notabenegw.com) thought I told you to stay within your
web site, so instead of having to type the assigned zone!?!"
"Fine. You just lost your 1:25-1:55
links into your browser, you can just visit
remote privileges. Since you hit Randy, he
the web site and click, click, click!
But this column is not going to be gets to chose. Give him the remote."
and
about funny sites. You see, the internet is
"Okay. You each have five minutes.
not just about the clicking of the mice and
the visiting of the sites and such. Oh no, Ralphie, you go first, followed by Randy,
my friends, the internet is much, much, and then Ronald. Be sure to wash your
more. It's a wonderful tool that lets us hands!"
and
be fitter, happier, and more productive.
"What just happened?"
In fact, there's pretty much nothing that
"I know I heard something."
the internet cannot do. What, you don't
"What do you mean 'I don't
believe me? Well, it's true. For example,
do you remember babysitters and nannies know?"'
"Broken? How"
and such? They are now unnecessary. In
"So a golf ball just magically ap
the 21st Century, it is possible to watch
your kids on the internet. No, not in a peared out of nowhere?"
"That's it. No movement from the
creepy way. Perv. Let me 'splain. No, there
zones until I get home."
is too much. Let me sum up.
"I don't care, you should have
At one of my previous jobs, the guy
in the cube next to me was a divorcee thought of that before the window magi
raising three boys of his own. Apparently cally broke. You'll just have to hold it."
his boys were quite a handful because
Luckily, he found a new nanny a
his nanny became fed up with the kids
and quit. Did the guy hire a new nanny? few days later.
Keep the mail coming. I love hear
No. He bought a webcam. That's right.
He tapped into the power of the internet ing from adoring fans, internetscornerfh
to play Big Br other and watch his kids gmail.com
online while he worked. Apparently, he
* - names have been changed to
pointed the webcam at a couch in the
•
living room, divided the couch into three protect the innocent.

Surrender to the Void
rect (though he forgot to mention that
I would end up paying over a thousand
dollars per credit hour for it). 99.9% of
all substantive law is intuitive - learning
how courts make rulings that the average
person would consider just.
It's all coming together, just as they
Would it be that simple. Unfortusaid it would.
nately, law schools, like gambling and
Think of a sci-fi movie like the plastic surgery, have become big business.
Matrix, some digital simulacrum being And thanks to the veneer of erudition so
booted up with you smack in the middle prized by the movers and shakers in the
of it. At first, there is nothing but a black profession, law has to be elevated into
abyss, then suddenly, reality streaks in something more than what it really is. A
from all four cardinal points. And, after good law school pedigree is kind of like
a bit of experimentation, you realize, what distinguishes a member of the R&D
like Neo, that you
team at Toyota from
have the potential
L-VAGO
that deranged grease
to become a commonkey in Sling
#
plete master of your
Blade. What kind
domain.
of half-assedjobcan
Gradually, my
you expect from the
mindset is becoming more accommo- latter if you bring your car to him to be
dating of the arcane logos o f the law. serviced? Billy Bob might tighten your
"Reasonable person" and "fair play" cams, whack the engine a few times with
are beyond simple buzzwords now. The his fist, and declare there "haint nuttin'
Federal Rules have become a cohesive, wrong I cain fix" before breaking into
coherent framework of managing law- an inconerent mutter and wandering off
suits in a logical fashion. Malice and in search of fried chicken and murder
mens rea are my bread and butter, and implements. In contrast, the engineer
diminished capacity defense the jam. with a fancy degree will be able to break
Estoppel is more than just a winning down the entire schematic of the vehicle
word in Scrabble.
in his head and tell you what is working
All that notwithstanding, I still and what is not and will proceed to fix it
can't figure out how the hell I cite some- with such economy of labor that it will
thing according to the Blue Book.
seem like he has been working on cars
Nevertheless, things have changed, all his life.

One-L Hellion

\ am begitimivg, Co recognize tViat 1 am

Imagine millions of psychotic

making definite progress. A very wise
man once said that the law was simply

hillbilly mechanics, thousands of R&D
engineers, and hundreds of Toyotas in

common sense obfuscated by big words,
and in most cases, I think that is cor-

need of maintenance and repair, and
you have a crystal clear analogy to the

state of the American legal industry as the most accomplished and gifted people
of today.
of our generation - and yet, once it
Even if there are too many lawyers comes to this subject, the playing field is
(people whom I hope would sound some- completely level once more. Nobody can
what more credible than a crazy hillbilly) tell how things are going to turn out — if
whiz-kid with the
there is a good crop
of promising Toyota
177 LSAT who passed
engineers present in
A good ITTW School
up Harvard for GW is
the upper tiers of the
rtpdiorpp is kind
going to turn out to be
pe^8ree IShina
system. GW is lucky
a slacker who can,t be
to ha.v6 s ome of the
Oj llKF Wrtflt
bothered to outline, or
the underdog who
best and brightest J.D.
distinguishes a
candidates to consult
,
g n p rt
never speaks up in
the dizzyingly efficient
member oj the R&D
dass is going to blow
Burns help desk and
team at Toyota
everyone away with a
enjoy the waterproof
fwm thaf deranged
slight4-0 at the end
comforts of Lower Le.
of his first year and
mer 101.
grease monkey in
land a $2,600 / week
According to a
Sling Blade.
Job at Jones Day over
the summer.
random website I saw
For some peo
on the internet that
ple,
it
just clicks. Feel
I want to mention in
order to cover my own ass against the free to correct me (and laugh at me) if I
slightest imputation of plagiarism, a turn out to be wrong, but I'm beginning
score of 163 or above on the LSAT means to think that I am one of them. Doing
that the taker could qualify for MENSA well in law school isn't about using ev(which accepts people with IQs in the ery waking hour to punish yourself by
98th percentile and above). The class of reading next week's material and five
2008's median LSAT score is 165. Mine supplements (none of which you'll be
is 174, in case you were curious. There tested on, anyway),
are no featherweights among us.
It's about finding a method that
Despite the phenomenon of hun- works, and continuing to refine it - and
dreds of geniuses assembling in one stick with it -- until it becomes second
place, there still exists the uncertainty nature. Take that to heart as you begin
of success for everyone. That has its to prepare for finals,
own fascinating appeal. Ours is an
By the way, I made an A- on the
international conglomerate of gifted midterm, despite botching the entire
people composed of Ivy-Leaguers, of
answer. Mr. T was right. The method
Phi Beta Kappa, of straight-A engineer- really does count for something,
ing students to whom quantum physics
It might also mean that I need to
actually makes sense. These are some of drink more vodka.
•

Forget Guantanamo, Ban Torture in Law School
Paranoia. Loss of sleep. Irritabil to go before exams. You try to catch
ity. Confusion. Nausea. Severe aching. up on your class reading (especially in
No, this isn't a list of ailments Dick those torts classes you skipped). You tell
Cheney wants to inflict upon suspected yourself you're not going out on Friday,
terrorists at Club Guantanamo; they're but you do, and you're lying in bed inthe
the symptoms of a 1L in November. fetal position on Saturday until four. You
Although, if he needed help coming up get up on Sunday, sit down to write your
with new ways to inflict torture on the contracts outline and realize you don't
evildoers, he should look no farther than know the difference between an impliedthree blocks west of the White House.
in-fact and implied-in-law contract. You
If you 2 and 3Ls have been too busy start breathing heavy, click back between
securing paying jobs or planning your the outline and your email a couple
student group's
times, and before
next social func
you know it you're
BY JOHN M URPHY
tion lately, you
in the middle of
Staff Writer
may have missed
you're first panic
the fact that us
attack of your law
lLs are going
school career!
through a process more physically and
Next comes the breaking of your
mentally exhausting than rush week at pride. We all have our own stories
Florida State. It is an extended state of of friends' and acquaintances' horror
existence that can appropriately be called stories from their first semester of law
"1L hell."
school. I remember hearing reports from
It starts with psychological distress. my buddy last fall, getting frantic calls
It comes on slowly and subtly. A few from his 1L girlfriend, unable to keep
late nights are spent at school studying herself from crying after getting home
for the midterm. You come in one day each night, convinced she would fail out,
on a weekend to do a little research for move back in with her parents, and have
memo 2. You put off working on your to take that job back at Pizzeria Uno.
outline because, hey, you've still got over
We were sure we would keep it
a month. A week out from the memo due together when we got here, though.
date, you realize you really need to start Surely it would be stressful at times,
working on it. A couple nights of class but we would never get that worked up
reading are put off to do more Westlaw over school. We would keep it all in
research that gives you just one more perspective. Back in August you saw
case. You're up until three the morning yourself making partner at a New York
before it's due to finish it. You pass it firm someday. Only three months have
in and realize there's less than a month passed and now you're trying to convince

yourself that getting a C is at least good from subject matter jurisdiction to at
enough to get you a job at Lexis tech tempted murder to trade usage. Soon,
support.
this will be our new language.
Soon the sleep deprivation sets in.
At this point, students begin show
After a few weeks of late night study ing signs of cracking. There are those
groups and early morning contracts, this who close out their semester's financial
is inevitable. Many have succumbed to aid, buying every hornbook sold at the
the deprivation, falling asleep on a couch bookstore. Cries ring out of those who
or chair, only to be forced awake twenty want to see their families. Those who
minutes later to catch their next class. have yet to be called on in class, forced
In the library, heads
to continue to keep up
drop to the table and
on the reading every,
pop back up sporadi
single night, begin to
You start breathing
cally, students stare
twitch, knowing that
heavy, click back
off into the distance
they could, at any mo
for minutes at a time,
ment, be put under the
between the outline
and those that were
bright light.
and your email a
dressed to the height
So how are we
of fashion when they
couple times, and
to survive a process
arrived in August are
that has the power to
before you know it
now found drooling
break a trained sol
you're in the middle
away in public.
dier who was unable
The sense of
to take that dose of
of you're first panic
confinement has now
cyanide before being
attack of your law
set in. It seems like
captured? There's
just a short time ago
school career!
good news. History
we were all sitting,
shows us that torture
eating lunch under a
simply does not work.
warm, autumn sun.
Congressional inves
Now we march, in lines, between classes tigations from the 1970s uncovered that
and the library. There's no time to social the best the CIA was ever able to do
ize. Even with all the outline preparation was make their subjects catatonic or
and memo revising, there is a constant amnesiac, which is beginning to feel
drip, drip, drip, of reading continuing very familiar.
to fall on us. What's there to talk about
We now know that torture should
anyway? Our minds are now full with be universally banned; although unfortu
the intellectual propaganda that is the nately, no politician would expect it was
law. Subconsciously, our minds drift occurring so close to home.
•
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Of Obesity

Lawsuits:
and
A Conversation with Banzhaf

Several years ago when the media to keep the magazines.
began reporting on obesity lawsuits,
Obesity, however, is probably the
many, including me, were immediately issue for which Banzhaf is most well
skeptical, if not downright opposed to known at the moment, especially since
such actions. Considering the commit his students in his Legal Activism class
ment and effort it takes to maintain a put together the first "fat lawsuit" against
healthy lifestyle, it is hard to fathom the McDonald's. Also, when Banzhaf was
possibility that an obese person could notified about the City of Seattle's School
blame someone else and even sue them Board decision to sign an exclusive sales
for something that
contract with Cocais so within their
BY CRISTINA VON SPIEG ELFELD
Cola, he immediatelY wrote a letter
control.
Staff Writer
As many at
informing the Board
GW know, one of
Members of their
GW's own profes
potential liability for
sors spearheaded these obesity lawsuits providing sugary and unhealthy drinks
and serves as advisor to similar lawsuits. t o s c h o o l
Professor John Banzhaf first got involved children in
with and helped inspire obesity lawsuits e x c h a n g e
in 2002. A reporter asked him to com f o r c o m 
ment on the feasibility of using the legal m i s s i o n s .
Third in
theories behind the anti-tobacco lawsuits W i t h i n 2 4
he helped instigate to target fast-food h o u r s , h e
companies. He also inspired and ap had garnered
peared in the hit documentary "Supersize enough media attention to delay the vote
Me". Whether you agree withhim or not, on the contract.
Banzhaf is undeniably a major driving
The contract that the school board
force behind the legal battles surrounding eventually passed a week later was sub
obesity. Could I be convinced to change stantially watered down. Thus in Seattle,
my opinion? I decided to find out, so I sat soda machines are not allowed in elemen
down with Banzhaf for a long chat.
tary schools; they must be turned off
First thing, if you ever plan on during the day in thejunior high and high
"chatting" with Banzhaf, be prepared schools; each soda machine must have
to be there for a while because he has three slots reserved for water and fruit
enough war stories to
juices; and the schools
keep you listening for
MWW
may stop selling sodas
some time. My favorat any time without a

HEALTH

ite story was when he
was tapped to be an
expert witness at Larry
Flynt's obscenity trial.

Whether yOU

penalty.

agree with him
Qr fJot

with advertising regardis undeniably a
[ng unhealthy food and
Apparently, Flynt is a
staunch anti-smoking
major driving force
drinks, and the CDC
reports that one third of
advocate. Banzhaf, who
^,
all children will contract
first became well known
°
obesity-linked diabetes.
for taking on tobacco
battles surrounding
In addition, the number
companies several deobesity
of Americans consid
cades ago, was to testify
ered obese has risen20%
about the social value
since 1980. Clearly, obeof the anti-smoking ads
in Hustler magazine. He was flown to sity is a majorhealth problem in America.
the trial and then given stacks of Hus But are lawsuits really the way to go?
The changes in the Coca-Cola con
tler magazines to review. Banzhaf's
expert testimony was yanked at the last tract in Seattle were expected to reduce
minute, but he did conclude that the ads the school district's revenue by $50,000
were printed in prominent sections of to $350,000 annually with extracurricular
the magazine and indeed were part of a activities bearing the brunt of this loss.
valuable anti-smoking ad campaign. He And in this scenario, school boards are
joked that unfortunately, he was not able likely not financially strong enough to
MM, I II I I

... . I .
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,

, ...
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more comprehensive

fact, McDonald's in

Consider that
children are inundated

Banzhaf

weather class action lawsuits. Shouldn't ing more comprehensive nutritional in
we leave diet decisions of a child to par formation and healthier menu choices as
ents? A nd is there such hopelessness and well as schools restricting their students'
lack of faith in the commitment and will access to junk food and sodas—that he
power of Americans that we assume the hopes lawsuits are helping to achieve. It
general population cannot be educated may not matter much whether the "fat
about nutrition and exercise, so much so lawsuits" can prevail on their merits;
that we must resort to lawsuits?
although, six have led to successful settle
"Taking the legal route is the ments. At the very least, judges have
catalyst that often starts things moving," recognized the legal viability of the theo
responded Banzhaf, citing the civil rights, ries raised, such as the duty to properly
disability rights, and anti-smoking move disclose nutritional information.
ments. By applying legal pressure on the
Some of the results of the lawsuits
McDonald's, Kraft and Coca-Colas of the include forcing Kraft F oods to take the
world, change can be implemented in a trans-fat out of its Oreo cookies and pres
meaningful way. As Banzhaf points out, suring New York City to ban sugary soft
how can the drinks and most fattening foods from its
h e a l t h a n d schools. And with the media attention
A rr,
\\J
n u t r i t i o n that the lawsuits generated, it is probably
A1 \J TT
educational not a bad thing that the general popula
programs of tion has been thinking moreabout obesity
a Series
federal and issues and their own dietary and exercise
state govern- concerns.
ment and
Banzhaf and I discussed many
other organizations compete with the other issues related to obesity. And as
billions of dollars that the food, beverage, he said, there is no one solution and also
candy and restaurant industries spend on not enough space in this column to delve
advertising?
comprehensively into otherrelated issues.
Imagine a sign above an entrance to I came out of my conversation with Ban
a McDonald's that reads, "WARNING! zhaf still believing very strongly in per
EATING AT THIS RESTAURANT sonal responsibility and the importance
MAY LEAD TO ^^
of commitment and
OBESITY!" Ban
willpower in main
zhaf believes that in
It is these kinds of
taining a healthy life
style.
the next five years or
actions—fast food
so, such signs will be
,
...
On the other
commonplace In
chains providing
hand, I also concede

—

that the issue is not

nutritional information

France previously

ran an ad m a maga-

necessarily toiacV. and

white. We had dis-

and healthier menu
cussed issues such as
zine recommending
the research showing
that customers not
choices as well as
that fast-food ingredi
eat there more than
schools restricting their ents could be addic
once a week. In addi
tive, socioeconomic
tion, starting in 2006,
students' access to junk
factors that make
McDonald's will start
food and sodas—that
some children and
to put nutrition infor
he hopes lawsuits are
adults more suscep
mation onfood wrap
tible to the barrage
pers. While Banzhaf
helping to achieve.
of food advertising,
thinks this is the right
the lure of cheap, fast,
step for McDonald's,
and tasty meals, and
he says the effects of
America's
generally
"toxic" environment
the nutrition information is limited by the
that
make
staying
healthy
and eating right
fact that a person would need to purchase
the food first before being able to see the so difficult.
While I am still not completely sold
nutrition information.
on
the
lawsuits, asa law student, Istill can
Banzhaf says there is no one solu
and
do
appreciate their activist nature and
tion to obesity. Nonetheless, it is these
innovative
legal theories.
•
kinds of actions—fast food chains provid|
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Biff Around Town: iPod Night at Cafe St. Ex
I don't think of myself as a hip Girls viewers in equal measure. Say class house's finished basement. There's
what you will, but a bar with the top shelf stuff in the
ster, but I like to
IPods
are sexy lit corner, and a legit selection of stuff
try to masquerade
BIFF
tle
things,
full of on draft. It's loud but still a conversa
a s o n e from tim e
Staff writer
surprises.
The
CD- tional volume. The atmosphere is laid
to time. On one of
c
o
l
l
e
c
t
i
o
n
w
i d e back; there's people chatting, danc
these times, I went
ing, and hunched over their IPods.
shuffle
play
on
the
IPod
has
changed
to the IPod Jukebox night at Cafe St. Ex
Naturally, the centerpiece of the
my
life.
On
the
way
to
school
the
other
on U Street. Granted, it's kind of a nerdy
event is the music The
day,
my
IPod
segued
premise, but if you own an IPod, are able
idea driving IPod Juke
Wu-Tang,
into
Frank
to tolerate those who own and flaunt
People sign up for
box
night is that its pa
Sinatra,
into
Bloc
Party,
them, or just want to check out a new,
trons get to play DJ for
time slots where
laid back atmosphere with interesting into that song where
twelve minutes. People
music, I'm thinking you'll have a good they spell the word "ba
for 12 their music - sign
up for time slots
nanas"
in
the
mi
d
dle
of
time if you go.
selections rock the
where for 12 their mu
Like Starbucks franchises, IPods the song. Awesome.
sic selections rock the
IPod Juke
a're re vered by yuppies and are ubiq
house.
house. At least in prin
uitous enough to endure some public box tries to capture
ciple, it's cool to go
backlash. But also like Starbucks, I think this spirit of mix and
someplace and h ear
the IPod is so successful because it's such match, and it largely
succeeds. The magic happens in the things one ordinarily wouldn't hear
a good product.
IPods are revered by techies, music basement of St. Ex, called Gate 54. The whilst carousing.
You'll hear a lotof tunes that you've
geeks like Biff, hipsters, and Gilmore bar itself is oriented like an upper middle

probably never heard before. You'll hear
some old favorites. And you'll hear your
old favorires re-imagined as "mashups", a seemingly popular IPod DJ
selection. It's true that hearing strange
indie-rock dirges got tiresome; at times, I
thought some of the patrons were trying
to out-hipster the other patrons.
As the night wore on, though, it all
seemed to work,and everyone was having
a good time. Sadly, I didn't get t here in
time to DJ, butI'm confident that if 1had,
I would have dropped it as if it were hot
So, yeah. St. Ex (and U Street
in general) has been a subject of DC
nightlife buzz for a while now. Even
the Bush daughters dropped in at St. Ex
one night, though I'm told that they were
more dividers than uniters.
Regardless, IPod Jukebox night was
pretty cool. I recommend that you check
it out.
•
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Flock and Awe
I got my flu shot last week, and I'm worsened and I saw him in the quad that
ready for the battle. I know I'm probably afternoon eating pretzel crumbs off the
not what most of you would consider ground near Cart Lady.
It's starting to feel a little like Y2K
'high-risk', and unlike Jose Canseco, hav
again. I remember
ing needles in my
body isn't some
BY ROD HERRELL
that time; frantically
thing I enjoy. Still,
Special To the Nota Bene
saving everything
onto 3.5 inch floppy
I felt like I had to
discs and updating
do it. But I don't
want any misunderstanding. I didn't get software so that my computer wouldn't
the shot because it's getting cold outside combust into a ball of fire at 12:01am.
and I'm afraid of a runny nose, oh no, I What a relief it was back then when I
got it because I saw several flocks of birds was still alive on January 1st secure in my
heading south for the winter. That's right, bunker with a two-year supply of beans.
they're coming. Insane foreign birds, and Yet I wonder, after our slim victory over
the machines in 2000,do the humans have
this time they have the flu.
I started getting concerned when the what it takes to defeat the birds in 2006?
We're all aware that humans are
guy who sits in front of me in administra
tive law developed a persistent cough at pretty amazing, adaptive, resilient crea
about the same time Newsweek ran that tures that can kill anything on earth with
cover story on Bird Flu. I've been watch enough gunpowder or Formula 409. It's
ing him ever since, and last week he was just that when I was five-years-old I saw
showing signs that the virus was no longer Big Bird after he'd evidently had a long
dormant. By Tuesday his symptoms had shift at Sesame Place, and that day I

learned how vicious birds can really be to
a mother who just wants her kid to meet
Big Bird. I'll bet I'm not the only one who
has avoided birds at one time or another;
deep down, we all get a little scared when
birds get too close. So as I considered the
battle of man vs. bird, I decided to do a
bit of research on our newest enemy even
though they are allegedly a bit under the
weather. The resource I consulted seemed
relevant enough: Alfred Hitchcock's 1963
movie, "The Birds."
The thing I came to appreciate was
that "The Birds" was made at a time
before reality TV and 'amazing home
videos' became popular, and all of today's
computer animation had yet to be devel
oped. I'd guess Hitchcock probably had
lots of footage of animal attacks and the
like stored up in his vaults. Possibly, in
a pinch in the early sixties, a crazy time
from what I've heard, Hitchcock might
have simply decided to pull some reels
off the shelf to make a new flick. Well,

Hitchcock is dead, so we'll never really
know what happened, but the footage
in the film speaks for itself. When you
consider Bird Flu, think about the lady
in the movie that walks out of her house,
looks up, and is descended upon by about
300 swallows pecking her to the bone;
only in the remake the birds will give her
the flu too.
Now do you see what kind of dan
ger we're in? That lady in the film didn't
stand a chance, and neither do you.That's
why we n eed to attack Bird Flu over in
Asia and Europe before it attacks us over
here. We already have plenty of troops
and ammo deployed across the globe,
and could avoid a possible disaster here
at home. In the meantime, fill your bird
feeders with Cold-Eeze, put some TheraFlu in the bird bath, and by all means
report any birds that look like they are up
to something to the proper authorities. I'll
keep an eye on the guy who sits in front
of me with the cough.
•
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Myth Busting: Law School Style
One of the unique parts of my job
as SBA President is debunking the myths
that get spread around the Law School.
I'll be honest, I've heard quite a few in
my days and I've always wondered where
most of them came from.

These myths are graciously pro
vided by your fellow students:

6. Forty-five Percent of Students
Dean straight out. He told me that this
is not something he's considering or plans Get Jobs from the Fall Interview Pro
to consider. They point out that some of gram
This is an interesting one, because
our most famous alums come from the
Evening Program and that our program
is rated one of the top evening programs
in the country. Given our strong number

of adjunct faculty who teach in the eve
ning, there are no plans to get rid of this
program. Myth: NO MAS.

1. Fifty Percent of our tuition dol
lars go to the Undergraduates
4. The Administration is withhold
This is one of my personal favorites ing heat or cooling to save money (AND
as some law students like to thumb their they dislike having soap in the soap dis
nose at our lower rated undergraduate pensers)
friends. However, truth is we keep over
This is one of the most popular
90% of our tuition dollars within the questions I get- why can't the administra
Law School - which is actually a very tion get the heating and cooling systems
good deal for us
right? Some rooms
considering that
ERIC KOESTER
are cold and others
we get access to
are scalding. It's a
A Message from the Prez
all services at the
good question and
University includ
one that has to do
ing the gym, Marvin Center, etc. This with the system in the Law School itself.
myth came from a few years back when Basically, the system needs approximately
a much bigger chunk of our tuition went 72 hours to switch from heat to cool or
to the undergrad campus. But thanks to vice versa. So when the temperature is
some tough negotiating by a few of our bouncing between cold spells and heat
former Deans, that's no longer a problem. waves, we are all in trouble. If you notice
Myth: BUSTED.
a problem, let the SBAFacilities@law.
gwu.edu committee know and they report
2 . The Law School makes money every one to the administration. If it is a
from the Dell Purchase Program
fixable problem, they fix it. If it is a tim
Several students kept telling me that ing issue, you are SOL. Oh, and the soap
the Law School pushes the Dell Purchase problem, it has to do with some broken
Program because Dell pays them. I'll tell something or other - very technical things
you what - this one isn't true. You are that I don't get. If you see a broken one,
right that they do "encourage" new stu email us. They know how to fix it now.
dents to buy a Dell- primarily for the fact Myth: SLAMMED.
that Dell will come to campus and fix the
computers on site. It makes the helpdesk
5. The Law School won't be holding
process much easier. But the Law School its own graduation ceremony this year
doesn't make money off the program. (If
Wrong-o. 3Ls, 4Ls, & LLMs, you'll
you don't like the program, let us know have two ceremonies to attend. The first
who you'd like instead and we'll recom will be on the mall with the entire Uni
mend it to IT. Email sbatech@law.gwu. versity and will have George and Barbara
edu). Myth: OPENED & SHUT.
speaking. The Law School diploma cer
emony will follow this ceremony and will
3. The Part-time or Evening Pro have each of us walking across the stage,
gram might be cut by the Administra name read, and our own speaker. The
tion
speaker hasn't been finalized yet... but
This is a pretty interesting rumor should be soon. So you'll get your very
that I've heard before - so I asked the own ceremony. Myth: DEBUNKED.

it is kinda true and kinda not. When I
say Fall Interview Program, most of you
will think the On-Campus interviews and

the Regional Interview programs. But,
the CDO also includes direct writes and
resume collections in their fall interview
ing program. So if you include all of
those programs, you will get to the fact
that approximately forty-five percent of
students get their summer jobs from the
Fall Interview Program. Myth: SORTA
CONFUSED STILL???
7. The Law School is stuck in the
U.S. News rankings
I looked back to the rankings in
1990 and GW was rated 23rd at that time.
Basically, in the time since, we'vebounced
between #20 and #25. Are we destined
to stay there? Perhaps not as schools like
NYU, Northwestern, and Wash. U. in St.
Louis were all able to move themselves
upward in the rankings over a successive
number of years. But many people will
tell you these rankings are somewhat
flawed. If you look at a couple of other
rating systems they show a different story:
Faculty Quality Based on Scholarly Im
pact of 2005 (GW #16) or Law School
Job Placement 2005 by Michael Sullivan
(GW #15). What is the truth of it all?
Who knows. But the truth is, schools have
made significant movement upwards and
downwards based on changes in reputa
tion. So we aren't stuck -but who knows
what it will take to make the move up.
Myth: DEMYSTIFIED.

9 . The law school won't provide
funding for you to compete in an exter
nal skills competition without being on
a skills board
This is another one of those items
based on insider information. You are
right, that GW most likely will not

fund you if you aren't on a skills board.
However, if you advance from a regional
competition to the national finals, they
just might help you out. Sweet, eh? So
remember that if you choose to com
pete and do well, contact the Dean of
Student's Office and they can help you
out. Also, skills boards sometimes even
consider membership on the board if you
do well in a competition. Most boards
are considering plans to allow external
participation, under certain key criteria,
as potential opportunities for member
ship. Speak to the board of interest first.
Myth: EXPLAINED.

10. You get special treatment being
SBA President

I'll admit, sometimes the Cart
Lady only charges me $1.00 for a pretzel
(when the actual price is $1.25). I do
get to go to the faculty meetings (which
are pretty long and boring... so scratch
that as special treatment). Oh yeah, and
faculty members now notice when I miss
class...darn. I do get special treatment
from my fellow students if the wireless
system acts up... those are fun days,
huh? No discount on GW Law items
for me. The SBA President doesn't get
a free parking space, still has to pay for
his locker, his Halloween/Barrister's/Ski
Trip tickets, but he does get his own desk
8. You cannot take two classes if in the SBA office (which people pile
they have a final at the same time
stuff on). So why do it? The chance to
Here is an important one for folksto make things a bit better here, the chance
consider. You hav e two classes that happen to meet lots of people, and the chance
to have a final at the same time. Are you to work with some good folks. If that's
out of luck? Nope. If yo u decide to take special treatment, then I'll take it. You
one of the courses pass-fail, you can peti want special treatment - try 10 plus
tion the Dean of Student's Office to move meetings a week and 50 plus emails a
the 2nd final to alater time. So don'tfeel like day. Now that's what I'm talking about.
you are out of luck. Where there is a will, Bring me another pretzel! Myth: WHATthere is a way. Myth: FINALIZED.
CHATALKINABOUT.
•
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Alito: You
Get What You
Pay For
People keep asking me what I think current Supreme Court precedent.
about Judge Alito's nomination. This
People talk a lot about stare decisis
question is a littledisturbing to me, asI just these days, and then they bring up Plessy
don't know what to say.
v. Ferguson and Bowers v.
He is conservative. He
BY J. ALEX HARMAN
Hardwick. Plessy was a
probably views the role
Staff Writer
case that upheld segreof the federal govern
gation on the principle
ment drastically differ
of separate but equal,
ent from me. For example, while working and Bowers upheld theconstitutionality of
at the Department of Justice, Alito wrote anti-sodomy laws.
that it wasn't the federal government's job to Both of these cases
protect citizens' health, safety and welfare. were overturned,
His ruling that Congress doesn't have the Plessy by Brown v.
power to regulate the sale and transfer of Board of Education,
machine guns also concerns me greatly. and Bowers by Law
And then there isabortion. It is pretty clear rence v. Texas. What
that, at a minimum, Judge Alito opposes strikes me as inter
abortion. The problem is we just don't esting is that both of
know what kind of Supreme Court Justice these cases involved
he would be.
a citizen who was
Don't get me wrong, Alito is not a challenging the
big question mark, and he will be a con constitutionality
servative justice if he makes it on the court. of a governmen
Possibly more conservative than Scalia; tal action that was
though it is interesting how he isautomati fully authorized by
cally assumed to be less conservative than the law, but also by
Scalia because his nick name is Scalito, the Supreme Court
or Scalia-Lite. The cynic in me dubs this itself. Both cases
deceptive marketing. Unlik e Harriet Miers, required the court
we have an abundance of information on to reexamine how
this nominee. The confirmation hearings they had ruled before in restricting those
should be an opportunity to learn about rights. A case that would allow for Roe to be
him and his judicial philosophy. Instead I reexamined would require ata minimum a
fear that the hearings will be nothing more governmental action that was indirect vio
than a spectacle of grandstanding on abor lation of Supreme Court precedent. This
tion, and specifically the overturning of distinction does seem to bring into question
Roe v. Wade. I am reminded of when I saw the ability of a case to ever actually come
Senator Coburn (R-Oklahoma) on Meet before the court.
the Press severalweeks ago. He was asked
So then why is there such an obses
about Roe v. Wade.
sion with abortion? Why does the Senate
Senator Coburn has made his views seem to hinge the entire confirmation on
on abortion very clearin the past:he is pas abortion? I would love to see a shift in the
sionately opposed to it. There he was with rhetoric that would reflect a more thought
Tim Russert, and when asked if he would ful analysis of this nominee. Which brings
vote for a nominee who was willing to up me to what this is really all about, the
hold Roe, he said he would. Shockingly, he filibuster.
I was asked if a filibuster would be
went on to say that he doesn't believe that
overturning Roe v. Wade would be a good warranted if Alito turned out to be willing
thing, rather "we need to change peoples' to overturn Roe, a nd the answer for me
hearts." So we have one of the Senate's is no. I think it would be wrong to place
most socially conservative members saying conditions on the filibuster. Here is the situ
he doesn't think Roe should be overturned ation as Isee it: The Democrats are themi
because it won't achieve the goal of stop nority in every sense: the White House, the
ping abortions. Yet, it is almost guaranteed House and the Senate are all controlled by
republicans, the Supreme
that the hearings will be
Court has seven republi
about Roe v. Wad e.
can appointees, and even
This made me
Who cares if
the states havea majority
think: What if Alito
he
wants
to
of
Republican governors.
stood up during the hear
overturn
Roe,
it's
As
the minority party,
ings a nd proclaimed "I
democrats
are really the
want to ban all abor
practically part of
opposition
party, and as
tions, and I will vote
the
Republican
such
they
should
startact
accordingly as often as
ing
like
it.
The
filibuster
possible, in fact I will
platform.
is one of the best tools
talk about overturning
available
to the opposi
Roe every time I write
tion
to
make
a point and
an opinion or a dissent,
no matter what the case is about I willadd make the controlling party work hard for
dicta about the need to overturn Roe." I what they want. In this case, especially
think the answer is "so what?" Who cares after the gift of Chief Justice Roberts, I can't
if he w ants to overturn Roe, it's practically see a reason why the Democrats shouldn't
part of the Republican platform. Of course filibuster Alito for as long as they can.
This nomination shouldn't be about
a Bush Administration nominee would
oppose abortion rights. However, the fact abortion, it should be about the power of
remains that the Supreme Court can only the minority to oppose an arrogant major
rule on what is before them, an actual case ity.
that would open thedoor fora judicialabor
tion ban. Such a perfect case would require
Alex Harman, 3L, is President of the
a state action that is in direct violation of American Constitutional Society.
•

A Healthy Dose of
Judicial Humility
With the exception of a blip on the ra column inand of itself. The highlight of the
dar resulting from the recent unveiling of his Conference, however, came in the 4th annual
1985 Department of Justice employment Barbara K. Olson memorial lecture, deliv
application where he stated his view that the ered this year by Judge Raymond Randolph
U.S. Constitution does
„
of the D.C. Circuit.
not grant the right to an
"'J™'?™
Judge Randolph
n er
abortion, Judge Samuel
told the crowd of eager
Alito's first steps toward
listeners how he recendy
Senate confirmation have been relatively dusted off a 35 year-old, unpublished opin
controversy-free. As was to be expected, ion from his days clerking for the famous
People for the American Way, the Alliance Judge Henry Friendly to find how accu
for Justice, a nd countless other left-wing rately it predicted the unfortunate course
radical interest gro ups came out and for the law would take if Judges took it upon
mally opposed him, themselves to "find" rights in the Constitu
with Nan Aron of tion. The pre-Roe issue at hand was a state
AFJ saying they statute restricting abortion, something Judge
would do "whatever Friendly clearly d eemed a policy matter
it takes" to block the courts had no business being involved
Judge Alito's con with. "It is for th e representatives of the
firmation.
people to decide, not for three, or even nine
As was also appointed judges." The opinion, written as
to be expected, lib only a wordsmithlike Friendly could, spoke
erals in the Senate fondly of restricting the power of judges,
ran to their base on respecting the power of legislatures, and
the left, le d by the always remaining true to the structure and
usual suspects in intent of our founding documents.
Harry Reid(D-NV),
This is exactly the vision of the
Ted Kennedy (D- judiciary that Judge Alito has expounded
MA), and Charles in his introductory remarks, his courtesy
Schumer (D-NY). meetings on Capitol Hill,and the hundreds
While none has of opinions he has authored in his 15 years
promised to vote on the 3rd circuit. That is exactly what we
against him (they should want and demand from our judi
will, don't worry"), ciary. Unaccountable Judges who take it

they have ah discussed the potential of a
filibuster, brought up bogus 'concerns'about

\ipoY\ t hemselves to set public policy and

put forth their agenda for whatever society

his ethical conduct, and promised to grill needs ought to be ashamed. Legislatures
him on the claims that his record is anti- make mistakes. They enact silly laws and
immigrant, anti-women, anti-union, and respond to pressures of interest groups and
anti-civil rights in general. I will address lobbying efforts. But th at does not mean
all these silly not ions as
they necessarily run afoul
the hearings draw closer,
The opinion, written of the Constitution. The
but I want to take this op
executive makes mistakes.
portunity to elaborate a bit as only a wordsmith
It signs questionable things
on just why Judge Alito's
into law and sets unrealis
like Friendly
view that the function of
tic or vague policy agendas
could, spoke fondly in an effort to please t he
a judge is very limited is
exactly right.
greatest number of the
of restricting
Last weekend, I had
electorate possible. But
the power of
the privilege of attending
that does not mean it nec
judges, respecting
the Federalist Society for
essarily rims afoul of the
Law & Public Policy's an
Constitution. Only when
the power of
nual lawyer's conference.
a law or executive action
legislatures, and
As one of th e more than
runs afoul of the Con
140 star-struck student
stitution is it the proper
always remaining
volunteers I watched in
true to the structure province of the judiciary
awe as thegreatest lawyers
to intervene. Judges are
and intent of
and biggest names in the
not policymakers, no mat
conservative movement
ter how much folks like
our founding
made their appearances,
Senator Schumer wish
documents.
some as speakers and oth
they were. Unelectedand
ers there to sh ake hands
unaccountable judges are
and see old friends. The gathering of over not supposed to be the ones deciding hot1,500 judges, practitioners, and academics button social issues like gay marriage, par
from around the country was built around tial-birth abortion, flag burning, affirmative
the theme of "originalism," in tribute to action, etc. Those questions ought properly
the 20th anniversary of the speech at which to be decided by the will of the people, and
Ronald Reagan's Attorney General Edwin in the last 70 years we have seen case after
Meese IE essentially revived the notion that case where that will is thwarted by an ar
looking to the original intent of the Consti rogant imperialist judiciary. Judge Alito
tution is a legitimate judicial philosophy.
is clearly not of that mold, and rather than
For three days, panelists sat in front condemn him, we should praise him for
of the variouspractice groups and wresded that. Here's hoping that once confirmed,
with applications of originalism to the law Judge Alito may become the poster-child for
as we know it now. This made for a lot of judicial minimalism and along with Chief
interesting discussion, particularly in the Justice Roberts, r eturn a little humility to
areas of Criminal Procedure, subordinating the runaway judiciary.
the U.S. Constitution to International Law,
the Commerce Clause, and Free Speech.
Unabashed leftist C ass Sunstein squared
Tony Cotto is the Assistant Director of the
off with GOP goldenboy Chuck Cooper on Republican National Lawyers Association. He
whether originalists are really nothing but once tried to lasso the runaway judiciary, but the
"radicals in robes," a batde worth an entire rope broke.
•
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Our Raging Wars — Part II
Our ill-named War on Terror ap whose grand strategy includes suppres steadily eroded. Its defining ideasare rou American Left has tilted out of control,
tinely rejected at the polls. Its monopoly as evidenced by its rhetoric, and lust for
proximates the "regional" war envisioned sion of that right.
But the fevered rhetoric and hyper- on the information media is crumbling. a political body-count.
in the two-war framework long used
The rhetoric of too many on the
by U.S. war planners. It departs from partisanship used by the Leftin expressing And now the Supreme Court, the branch
the paradigmatic conceptualization of that opposition are much more vicious of government through which it has im extreme Left is beyond uncivil. It is
a regional war in that, contrary to the and personal today than most Ameri posed its ideology on the country, is slip- incendiary. Harry Reid, Ted Kennedy,
Jay Rockefeller, John Kerry, Nancy
ping from its grasp.
theory, this regional war has a national- cans, both in and out of
Pelosi, Howard Dean and many others,
The
extreme
Left
existence-threatening component. Alas, politics, can remember.
DAVID MCALPINE
does retain control of have recklessly bandied about charges of
such departures from the expectations Why?
university faculties, and "liar" or, like A1Gore, charges of treason
Perhaps, ironically,
of military planners have been common
their propagandizing of ("[George Bush] betrayed this country!")
since long before the British marched on because, like the Baathist
insurgents desperate to regain control America's youth has been remarkably ef These extremists have sought the personal
Lexington and Concord.
A troubling characteristic that the of Iraq, the aging Leftists who control fective. The longer students attend these destruction of George Bush, Dick Cheney,
Iraq component of this war shares with the Democrat Party are desperate to secularist madrasas, the more entrenched John Ashcroft, Donald Rumsfeld, Paul
our last significant regional war, Vietnam, regain control of the Congress and the and radicalized they become. Perhaps this Wolfowitz, Douglas Feith, Karl Rove and
"Scooter" Libby.
is that it has become a major front in the Presidency, and to retain control of the is why Representative
The American
Rahm Emmanuel (D "general" war in which we have long been Supreme Court.
But as the aging,
Revolution, an ongo
The Left controlled Congress, 111.) is calling for "uni
engaged; the American Revolution.
radical Leftists of the
ing war of ideology that
Division among Americans over the schools and universities, the major versal," i.e., compul
pre-dates
the skirmish
news and infor sory college education
what their country
Vietnam Generation
on
Lexington
Green,
mation sources, for all Americans.
should stand for
The issues that divide
now
controlling
the
has
turned
bloody,
be
But as the aging,
and, of course, the
and how it should
Americans
today
are
coming
a
large-scale
Democrat Party have
law schools and radical Leftists of the
be governed pre
hot war only twice in
Vietnam
Generation
courts,
through
dates the Revolu
close cousins of those
seen their electoral
our
history. But it also
most of the twen now controlling the
tion. America's
that
have
divided
us
since
fortunes
fade
and
bubbled
into violence
tieth century. In a Democrat Party have
Left and Right, in
through
the
efforts of
remarkable show seen their electoral for
various incarna
the Founding. They
their grip on the
the Vietnam Genera
of power, the for tunes fade and their
tions, have been at
involve fundamental
Court slip, they have
tion, producing a na
mer Young Turks grip on the Court slip,
odds since before
disagreements over
tional backlash in the
become hysterical.
of the "Vietnam they have become hys
the colonists di
presidential election
Generation" used terical. They see in
vided into Patriots
the role of the federal
of 1968.
these institu the conflict in Iraq an
and Loyalists, and
government, economic
On each occa
tions, in conjunc opportunity to reprise
ever since families
sion, the opening shots were presaged
tion with vitriolic their glory days.
divided into Rebels
policy, extent of personal
By inciting their radicalized progeny by an unmistakable, and ultimately
rhetoric and street
and Yankees.
autonomy and the place of
violence, to defeat through the use of inflammatory rhetoric, unstoppable, ratcheting up of rhetoric,
The issues
religion in public life.
U.S. national secu- repeated incessantly by their media prox characterized by an invective calculated
that divide Ameri
cans today are close
^rity
policy in Viet ies, they are undermining the campaign to stir the passions.
———
cousins of those
nam. Their vicin Iraq just as they undermined the cam
It is not too soon for those who

Right Answer

that have divided us since the Founding.

tory, however, turned out to be pyrrhic.

They involve fundamental disagreements
over the role of the federal government,
economic policy, extent of personal
autonomy and the place of religion in
public life.
That the Left openly expresses its
opposition to the Iraq component of the
War on Terror isamong the characteristics
of the United States that the Right asserts
it is fighting to preserve against those

paign in Vietnam.

Most Americans realize that our
defeat in Vietnam was not military. It was
the result of an erosion of morale foment
ed from within by the Left. The slaughter
of millions in Southeast Asia that fol
lowed our withdrawal and the damage to
American prestige and influence -not to
mention national self-confidence - were
the price of that victory.
Since then, the Left's power has

genuinely revere civil, if spirited debate,

The well-documented hatred of
Bush among America's Leftists transports
them beyond caring that establishing a
democratic Iraq is in the national inter
est of the United States. That achievable
objective would undoubtedly foster the
spread of democracy throughout the
region. That would be a great good for
the United States, the people of the re
gion, and the world. But the fury of the

and deplore reckless rhetoricand the pros
pect of political violence to begin clearing
the feverswamps of political extremists by
rebuking those who are no doubt nostalgic
for the Vietnam Generation" before they
incite today's over-indoctrinated, wouldbe "Iraq Generation" to "cry 'Havoc,' and
let slip the dogs of war."
This time, the mounting backlash
might not wait until '08.
•
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OPINIONS
Letters To The Editor
Support Caravan4Christmas
It has been over two months since hurricanes Katrina and then Rita
landed on my great state. Although the headlines have turned back to
Iraq, the Supreme Court, and President Bush's approval ratings, the
hurricanes are still on the minds of every single Louisianan every single
day. In the aftermath of the hurricanes, I sit with a heavy heart and
tears in my eyes for my brothers and sisters down South. Times like
this really make us realize how far 'family' extends. I joined the rest of
the country watching the footage on TV and sifting through photographs
online. By mileage I was far removed from the destruction - by human
nature and the virtue of the culture in which I g rew up, however, the
devastation was much closer.
Personally, the hardest part of all has been overcoming the feelings
of helplessness. All of my friends' and family's lives just stopped and
momentarily stood still. Yet here in DC, although hurricanes became
a popular lunchtime conversation, I was supposed to go on with life,
simply reading cases for a class that day. Meanwhile, my mother was
volunteering at the Louis Armstrong airport in New Orleans holding a
child whose parents could not be found. When she asked the National
Guardsman where she should go next, he said to her "ma'am just hold
that baby tight. You are right where you need to be." Those words stung.
Right where you need to be. I truly felt that is where I needed to be too.
I am a Louisianan, and while we may not have the best healthcare or
education or politicians, our riches sure do lie in our good people.
The story of Deamonte Love, as reported in the Houston Chronicle
last September, puts things into perspective: "In the chaos that was
Causeway Boulevard, this group of evacuees stood out: a 6-year-old
boy walking down the road, holding a 5-month-old, surrounded by five
toddlers who followed him around as if he were their leader." This is
not how life should be for those little ones. These chiLdren should have
the opportunity to be children. They should be running, playing with
friends, laughing, and enjoying life.
That is exactly what Caravan4Christmas hopes to bring to the little
ones this year. We are going to give to the South what they truly deserve:
the love and support of their fellow Americans. It is heartbreaking to
think of all of the children that will still be in trailers or even still home
less this Christmas. In their few years of life, these kids have already
been through hell. In a matter of days, they lost homes, parents, loved
ones, schools, playmates, and basically life as they knew it. Any sense of
stability and routine they had will take a long time to rebuild; we intend
to start this healing process by providing them with the best Christmas
we can offer. Quite simply, we are filling a truck with toys and driving
it down to the Gulf Coast in time for the holidays. Journeying from DC
to the Gulf Coast, we hope to show our Southern friends that they are
not alone in their journey. If you would like to help make this holiday
season a little brighter for the children affected by this disaster, please
help our toy drive this week or visit our website, caravan4christmas.
com for more information.
Laura Bourgeois, 3L
Founder, Caravan4Christmas
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Board Editorial

Yes, It's Mostly About
the Grades
There is more to law school than Instead of reflecting aptitude, they might
grades, but not much. With exams upon reflect a potential associate's ability to
us, it is important to reflect on why we concentrate over long hours on projects
are here and what is at stake.
that he or she might not necessarily find
Few of us came to law school to interesting. For employers, grades may
build character or to find ourselves. These reflect a strong will to succeed, which is
goals—important to the undergraduate arguably more important than intellect.
experience—belong on the periphery
It is true, of course, that law school
here. Law school is a trade school. We grades matter less and less as you move
are here to learn a bit about the law and further into your legal career. Experience
get the best job we possibly can, which and job performance should rightfully
will differ depending
eclipse the relevancy of
on what we value. But
grades as you apply for
regardless of the nature
your second and third
Although
of our dream jobs, we
legal job.
are more likely to get it
But some highgrades may
with high grades. That,
powered jobs require
not accurately
unfortunately, is the bot
a fast start. If your
tom line.
-v
reflect a student's
dream job is appellate
Is it fair that grades
advocacy, you will be
intelligence, they
count for so much on
looking for an appellatedo, in most cases,
the job market? It de
level clerkship, and such
pends. Students com
a job normally requires
reflect a student's
plain that grades are
high marks. The same
drive and focus.
not a good indicator of
often goes for making
talent, arguing that they
•••HB
partner in big firms.
do not accurately reflect
This is not to say that
a student's intelligence
there are not alternate
or ability to perform substantive legal
work. This is reasonable enough, but

means to success m these areas, but the
fact is that the road to the goal is longer

what such critics may miss is that there without good grades.
is more to being a lawyer than raw tal
That said, we should also remem
ent. Although grades may not accurately ber that we all attend a top-twenty law
reflect a student's intelligence, they do, school. "Good," therefore, is a much
in most cases, reflect a student's drive more flexible term than in the third tier.
Also, certain types of jobs may
and focus.
While good grades come easily for deemphasize grades in favor of work
some, most high-scoring students work or other experience. Nonetheless, good
hard and avoid distractions. Employers, grades will only make your search for
therefore, may not be considering grades work easier, and that is why we are
in the way many of us believe they do. here.
•
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ODDS AND ENDS

Horoscopes
Aries
( M a r c h 21—April 19 )
You wo uld like to t hank the organizer for the great
time you had at a recent Law School party, but you
can't remember which acronym h osted it.

Taurus
(April. 20—May 2 0)
Thanksgiving helped you r emember all the good in
your life. Keep it in min d as your first semester
grades roll in.

Gemini
(May 21—June 21)
The New Year will bring w ith it significant changes.
You'll find th at minster you-know-who doesn't give a
damn for you, and you will bec ome an alcoholic.
'°n „

Cancer
(June 22—July 22)
You will make your parents very proud over the com
ing months. They will marvel a t your courage in the
face of s uch catastrophic failure.

Icy Blast
Across
1 Twitch
4 Approximate date
9 Party hat?
14 In the past
15 The Ram
16 Actress Hunt
17
at ease

18 Uncharitable

20 Give a thumbs up
21 Hinge joint
22 Army units
23 Demolished
25 As soon as
26 Pre-owned
27 Bike part
28 Dental crown
31 Havens in a storm
33 Change by reversal
35 Sushi accompaniment
36 Cut closely
37 Give off
38 Destroy microorganisms
40 Buddhist monks
41 Biblical adjective
42 Get stuck
43 Fried tortilla
44 Imitated
45 Gnawers
48 Field houses
51 Care for
52 Heifer
53 Place for perishables
55 "
to Joy"
56 Tom, Dick & Harry
57 Happen again
58 Young man
59 Remove from memory
60 Computer units
61 Word following tie
Down
1 Corrupt
2 Block house
3 Type of withdrawal
4 Barnyard sounds
5 Pressed

Crossword 101
1

2

3

14

Leo

By Ed Canty

•a

6

5

7

8

"

17

1
19

"

20

10

11

12

13

'
"

Virgo

22

21

24

23

(Aug. 23— Sept. 22)

25
28

31

33

32

35
39
42

41
44
48
53
56
59

49

50

20

30

34

You are carefully planning your office hours visits
for maximum rapport building. And the professors
know this. They laugh about it behind your back.

• 37

36

38

(July 23—Aug. 2 2)
Discipline is your strong suit; you will do great on
exams. Humility is not; you w ill have no fr iends by
February 1.

•
•
_•
•
•
•
•

Libra

<0

45

51

46
52

54

55

57

58

•

60

6 Disturbed
7 Surrender
8 Follows fly or soda
9 Partners, e.g.
10 Wading bird
11 Loft inhabitant
12 Extending far downward
13 Scrimmage mates
19 Fuel
24 Fall bloomer
25 Use a loom
27 Feed
28 Incurable disease
29 One of seven
30 Classroom favorites
31 Used to get attention
32 Witness proclamation
33 Close to home
34 Kind of treaty
36 Most cunning
39 Deadlock
40 Portable steps
43 Groove's mate
44 Llamas' work area
45 Respond to a stimulus

47

61

i

-

46 Follows USA
47 Stockholm resident
48 Extreme point
49 Prolonged loud noise
50 Queen of scat
51 Playing card
54 Globe

Quotable Quote
Canada is a country
whose main exports
are hockey players
and cold fronts. Our
main imports are
baseball players and
acid rain.
• Pierre Trudeau

By GFR Associates • PO Box 461 Schenectady, NY 12309 'Visit our web siteatwww.gfrpuzzles.com

Answer on page 8

(Sept. 23—Oct. 23)
You feel something for a certain lovely Capricorn, and
you think she may feel the same way about you. But
beware! She just wants your Contracts outline.

Scorpio
(Oct. 24—Nov. 21)
Law School is getting you down. You are tired, lonely,
and you ha ve never felt such pressure in all your life.
But the blogging must go on, Professor Kerr. The
blogging must go on!

Sagittarius
(Nov. 22—Dec. 21)
You are a religious person, and believe that your*
faith will nourish you in time s of crisis. You believe
that this faith will see you through what looks to be
a difficult exam period. News to you: There is noth
ing in th e Bible about the UCC.

Capricorn
(Dec. 22—Jan. 19)
You have always bee n proud of your individuality,
just like everyone else.
9

Aquarius
(Jan. 20—Feb. 18)
You are a bit tired of the Hurricane Katrina victims
and all t he attention they get. What a cold-hearted
son of a bitch you are.

Pisces
(Feb. 19—March 20 )
The long, cold winter worries you, as you thrive on
the energy of warmth and daylight. Do not worry.
The spring will bring its own share of horrible prob
lems, too.

